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DEPENDABILITY 

Stocked by all good dealers and ohs 
beet value In a Condenser of this 
type that you can possibly obtain. 
The capacity Is 0001 mid. and the 
design provides smooth reaction at 
all points of the scale. Fully 
guaranteed for efficiency and finish 
by " Utility " - makers of the 
Dials, Condensers and Switches 
that experienced constructors 
always choose. Illustrated Iist 
tree for a p.c. 

Other '00025.. .. .. .. .. 7/6 
Prices 0009 .. .. .. 9/8 

WILKINS de WRIGHT LTD., 
"Utility" Works, 

Holyhead Road, BIRMINGHAM. 

Licensed 
under 

design Reg. 
No. 723271. 

u 

No. 576. Vol. XXVII. No. 11. Copyright. Regtetered as a Newspaper 
for transmission in the United Kingdom 
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Il. ADVERTISEMENTS. THE WIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

PORTABLE 
SET... 
There's no need to sacrifice quality 
to economy if you use this wonder- 
ful new valve in your portable set -it gives you both. 
It is easy on H.T. and L.T. Batteries 
and the resulting tonal quality has 
to be heard to be believed. 

Used as the output valve in an 
ordinary 2 -valve loud speaker set 
it will give wonderful quality and 
sufficient volume for most domes- 
tic purposes. 

Let your next 2 -volt power valve 
be a Mazda P.220a. 

See the amazing 
Mazda Valves on 

the EDISWAN 
Stand No. 67 
at OLYMPIA 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Filament volts 2.0 

amps 0.2 
Max. H.T. volts 150 
Amplification factor 6.5 
Anode A.C. resistance (ohms) - - 1850 
Mutual A.C. conductance (mA /V) - 3.5 

PRICE 13/6 
With Mazda valves in all positions your set will give a 

performance many times better than before. 

e amazing 

RADIO VALVES 

i 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refriger- 
ation and Radio Barinerr of The British Thomson -Houton Co., Ltd. 

Radio Division: 
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1 

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns 

EDISWAN 
Mentzon of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers. will ensure prompt attention. 

V.72 
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SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. THE WIRELESS WORLD ADVERTISEMENTS. 1 
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FCN OWE: , Telsen H.F. Chokes, designed 
to cover the whole wave -hand 
range horn 18 to 4,000 metres, 
extremely low self- capacity, 
shrouded in Genuine Bakelite. 
Inductance 150,000 micro - 
henrys, resistance 400 ohms. 

Price 2,6 each. 

Telsen Valve Holders. Pro. Pat. No. 20285/30. 
An entirely new design in Valve Holders em- 
bodying patent metal spring contacts which 
are designed to provide the most efficient 
contact with the valve legs, whilst allowing 
the valve to be inserted or withdrawn with 
an easy movement instead of being subjected 
to undue strain, which often causes damage and 
loss of efficiency to the valves. Low capacity, 
self- locating, supplied with patent soldering 
tags and hexagon terminal nuts. 

Price 1! each. 

Telsen " Radiogrand " Transformer, new model, shrouded 
in Genuine Bakelite, with new windings and core, fitted 
with earth terminal. 
Made in ratios 3 : I and 5 : I. Price 1246 each 

Telsen " Ace " Transformer, the ideal model for all Portable Sets 
and where space is limited, gives perfect reproduction throughout 
the musical range. Shrouded in Genuine Bakelite, with new 
windings and core, fitted with earth terminal. 
Made in ratios 3 ; I and 5 : I. Price 8/6 each. 

Telsen Variable Condensers 
(Bakelite Dielectric). Particularly 
designed for use as a reaction 
condenser, may also be used as a 
neutralising condenser where large 
capacity is necessary. All vanes 
are insulated with Bakelite which 
eliminates the possibility of a 
short circuit between the moving 
and fixed vanes. 
Made in three capacities : .0005, 
.0003, .00015, supplied complete 
with pointer knoh with one -hole 
fixing for panel mounting. 

Price 3/- each. 

NOW is the time for every radio enthusiast to commence building 
his new season's set : or perhaps in many cases it will only need 
revising to bring it up to present " Regional " requirements. In the 
Telsen range of components you are assured of the finest technical 
perfection it is possible to obtain; each component is the outcome of 
research . into the " cream " of radio component design. No finer 
range of components could possibly be specified for any set ; no finer 
range could be chosen for replacements of any kind ; no finer range 
could be selected at any price ! They are " Radio's Choice " for 
"Better Radio Reception." 

'&101 '1e]:'1a 
Advt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham. 

AI Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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2 ADVERTISEMENTS. THE WIRELESS WORLD 

Arley 
FAMOUS SINCE 
BROADCASTIN 
BEGAN 

SEPTEMBER IOTH, 193o. 

Impedance Matching 
Output Transformer. 
Six Ratios- 
8 : 1, 10 : 1, 12 : 1, 

15 : 1, 20 s 11 25 : 1, 

Price 
each 

£1.2.6 
For 

RADIO 

Ailey 

Long before Broadcasting becamm what it is to -day, Varley's had won fame for their coil winding. 
On this experience is founded Varley's latest achievement in radio. Varley Impedance Matching Output Transformer -a new component of advanced design -gives six different ratios. Accurately and without difficulty you can match loudspeaker and output valves. 
Remember that Varley Components are descendants of a long line. Since radio came Varley ideal has been quality. The Varley Impedance Matching Output Transformer is the only answer to a modern radio problem. 

STAND 
No. 105 
OLYMPIA 
Sept. 19 -27. 

Ado!. of Oh'n Poll Control IA., li pigs ze.¿y llon>r, iu3, KInoway, London, 1V.:.2. Tthephora: Holborn 5303. 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when wriline to advertisers. will ensure t'roanhl attention. Ai 
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SEPTEMBER TOTH, I0j1t1f1 '`1vYRE WIRELESS WORLD 

roil/ 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 3 

These two new speakers 
represent all that is highest 
in loudspeaker reproduction. 
They are both fitted with 
the finest unit in the world, 
66R, and they are both 
perfect pieces of the cabinet 
makers' art. Both are housed 
in beautiful walnut cases, the 
51R being of unconventional 
design to suit the modern 
room. 

JLleel us al: 
OLYMPIA, SEPT. 19 -27 -STAND No. 217. 

BLUE BLUE 
SPOT SPOT 

71R 51R 
£4.15.0 £4. 4. ® 

UHF 
IBRITIlN 1E1)1F 

MAMMY lTID. 
Blue Spot House, 94/96, Rosoman Street, 

Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1. 
'Phone : Ckrkenwell 3570. Grams : Bluospot, Smith, London 
Distributors for Northern England Scotland and North Wales: H. C. 
RAWSON (Sheffield and London) Ltd., 100. London Road, Sheffield ; 
22, St. Marys Parsonage, Manchester; 183, George Street, Glasgow. 

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, OCT. 8-18 -STAND No. 30. 

BLUE SPOT 
A3 Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accefited from 

TRADE Ma RS 

rms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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4 Any!. RTISEMENTS. THE WIRELESS WORLD 

FITS EVERY BATTERY SOCKET -and it slays pur 

Here is the perfect 
Wander Plug -push it 
in and it STAYS "put" 
till you move it yourself. 
It grips ANY battery 
socket, too, because 
each Plug is tested in 
sockets larger and 
smaller than those of 
any battery made. 
Special D ' section 
hard -drawn wire 
prongs. Side entry 
for flex, which is grip- 

ped, fray and all. Head 
engraved -12 letterings 
to choose from. 

Price 3d. 
BELLING -LEE TERMINALS. 

Type " M " - - - 4 d. Type "R" - - - 3d. 
TWIN PLUG & SOCKET 1/6 

(Panel portion ed. Flex Portion 
INDICATING SPADE TER- 

MINAL - - - 41d. 
S.G. ANODE CONNECTOR 6d. 
BATTERY CORDS, 9 -way 5/9 

Alm made in 5. 6. 7. 8 and 10 way. 
The Belling-Lee Bakelite 

Terminal Mount - Price 6d. 
The New.Wanderfuse 1/6 
Spare Fuses (150m /a) ed. 

each. 
STAND No. 134 

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION. 
OLYMPIA. 

BELLING -LEE 
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION 

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Wks., Ponders End, Mdx. 

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will insure ürorngt attention. 

SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

This Magnificent 
Radio - Gram 
CABINET 

HOUSE your Set in the Camco 
" Waverley " Cabinet. Sup- 
plied with 15" baseboard. 

Loud Speaker compartment is 18" a 
18" x 15 ". Will take panels 18 "x 7 ". 
Height 38 ". In Oak as illustrated, 
£5 t Os.; Mahogany £6 1 5s. (Carriage 
extra). Send for 24 pp. Catalogue 
or see full range at our Showrooms: 
Camco Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 

24, Hatton Garden, E.C.I. 
'Phone: Holborn 8202. 

(Factory : Camco Works, S.Croydon). 

OLYMPIA: STAND 1 4 0. 

costs t5-10411 only 
Ii%5798 

THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER 
NEW IDEAL MODEL 

FOR REAL RADIO ENJOYMENT 

Price 6 GNS 
Diameter of Case, 18 inches ; depth, 9 inches. 

DEMONSTRA TIONS DAILY. 

THE DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER 
Dept. W.90, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4. 

'Phone : HOLBORN 0523. 
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SEPTE3fBER 101 T, 1930. THE WIRELESS WORLD ADVERTISEMENTS. 

ELECTRICAL 

DES 
DESA 
l55 
ISSA 
P625 

A Iwig 
OSRAM 

POWER VALVES 
The Va /ves with a Pedigree 

tack has become the stan- 
dard in its own class. Experts 
in sound reproduction 
always choose OSRAM 

\\PX m 

POWER VALVES for 
reliability in performance, 
consistency in character 
istics, and maximu 
undistorted output. 

I.S6A 
MADE IN ENGLAND 

or ,® 
AM 

;a.M VHOto 
Ce's 

erg 

roa TAw T y yIC1Yl! 

A NEW BOOKLET 
" OSRAM VALVES 

for Power Amplification " 
containing invaluable information 
of all types of large OSRAM 
POWER VALVES from 5 watts up 
to valves big enough for talking 
picture and public entertainment 
amplifiers, hints as to their use, es. 
planation of characteristic curves 
and complete technical data. 

WRITE for copy. Sent Post Free 

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingszuay, London, W.C.a. 
A Advertisements for "17w II'iirlr II';;?;l" are only accepted boo? (i.ws we believe to betlrorou,ghly reliabla 

A60 
\AND !LARGER VALVES 

for 

5rad 
Sold by all deg 

POWER AMPLiFICATION 
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E) ADVERTISEMEN'I.S. THE WIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

EVERYTHING 
your 4u aan t ee 

ELECTRICAL 

MOU THE 
TRIPLE CAPACITY 

UNIT 

GET ONE TO -DAY 
AND YOU'RE WELL 
ON THE WAY TO 
SAVING THE COST 
OF A NEW BATTERY 

The complete range of 
MAGNET " 

WIRELESS BATTERIES 
includes : 
TRIPLE CAPACITY TYPE 
L.4903, 60 volt 13/6 Price .. .. 
STANDARD UNIT TYPES 
L.492o . . . . 6o volt 
Price .. .. 7/11 
L.4922 . . ioo volt 
Price .. .. 12/11 
GRID BIAS BATTERIES 
L.6o95 . .. 6 volt 
Price .. .. 1/3 
L.6o96 .. .. 9' volt 
Price .. .. 1/9 
L.49o8 . .. x6I- volt 
Price .. .. 3/3 

MADE IN ENGLAND. 

TRIPLE CAPACITY 
H.T. BATTERY 

You probably did not know that months and months 
of patient, research could make such a wonderful 
change in H.T. Battery value as this ! Now, for 
the first time, you can buy the New MAGNET 
Triple Capacity Battery which, at less than twice 
the price, gives three times the capacity of a 
standárd small unit battery ! 

SOME SAVING THAT'S WORTH SAVING! 
Sold by all Wireless Dealers. 

TRIPLE CAPACITY GIVES A MONTHS FREE H.T. 
Advt. of 1 ¡w General Electric Co. Ltd., .11u, net House, liiugsway, London, IV.C.2. 

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure ?ronibt attention. AG 
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HER TOTH, 1930 THE WIRELESS WORM, ADVF.RTISEMENTC. ' 

A. tra la's 
lest 
& 

B tain's 
oest 

DISC iMINATING 

)ON 
BR: OMAN ! 

F course it's a McMICHAEL 
a he's taking it with him to Australia .. . 

SOME OUTSTANDING DETAILS 
ed Grid Amplification rendering the set 
selective and wide in range. 
dial tuning and volume control making 
ity the keynote of its operation. 

3. ..-t handsome furniture hide suitcase with 
locking clips which makes the set not 
ctremely convenient for picnics and 
but quite suitable for the most luxurious 
Sings. 

4. ttery consumption ensuring economy of 

,e high degree of selectivity in this, and 
creened Grid Portable Receivers, we are 

Ri Radio Exhibition 

- Sept. 19 -27 

No. 57 

able to guarantee complete selectivity between all 
main B.B.C. stations under the new scheme of wave- 
lengths, as proved by an actual test under the 
twin aerials at Brookman's Park, when both 
programmes were received separately without 
interference, and in addition a number of other 
British and foreign stations. This test was made 
on a standard " Super Range Four " receiver under 
an independent Press observer, and was repeated at 
half -mile intervals with similar results. 

Ask at any high -class Radio store for a de- 
monstration of this unique Receiver -or call 
at our London Showrooms. 

M MIGHpEL " 
Manufacturers of WireFess and Scientific Apparatus 
WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS: 
Telephone: Slough 441 -442. Telegrams: Radiether, Slough 
London Showrooms: 179 STRAND, R'.C.2 (Tel.: Holborn 2466) 

CASH s sy 
PRICE r Gt GNS. 

Including all equipment and Royal- 
ties. Or by our special Deferred 
Payments on Hire Purchase 
Terms" system, £5 down and 111 

monthly payments of £2 : 1 : t/ 

THE M °MICHAEL 

SÇ'ER RANGE PORTABLE FOUR 
vtisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reltiable. 
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6 ADVERTISEMENIS. THE WIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL 

FOR THE 
TRIPLE CAPACITY 

UNIT; 

GET ONE TO -DAY 
AND YOU'RE WELL 
ON THE WAY TO 
SAVING THE COST 
OF A NEW BATTERY 

The complete range of 
I' MAGNET " 

WIRELESS BATTERIES 
inCllnles : 
TRIPLE CAPACITY TYPE 
L.4903, 60 volt 13/6 Price .. 
STANDARD UNIT TYPES 
L.492o . . 6o volt 
Price 7/11 
L.4922 zoo volt 
Price .. 12/11 
GRID BIAS BATTERIES 
L.6o95 
Price .. 
L.6o96 .. 

Price 
L.49o8 .. 

Price .. 

6 volt 
1/3 

9' volt 
.. 1/9 

161 volt 
3/3 

MADE IN ENGLAND. 

TRIPLE CAPACITY 
H.T. BATTERY 

You probably did not know that months and months 
of patient research could make such a wonderful 
change in H.T. Battery value as this ! Now, for 
the first time, you can buy the New MAGNET 
Triple Capacity Battery which, at less than twice 
the price, gives three times the capacity of a 
standard small unit battery ! 

SOME SAVING THAT'S WORTH SAVING! 
Sold by all Wireless Dealers. 

TRIPLE CAPACITY GIVES A MONTH'S FREE H.T. 
Advt. of 11ie General Llectric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure bromfit attention. AG 
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i SP.PTEt/RFR 1nTH, I1)34. THE \CTRELERS VORLL ADVERTISEMENTS. j 

Australia's 
Best 

Britain's 
Best 

DISCRIMINATING 

DON 
BRADMAN ! 

Of course it's a McMICHAEL 
and he's taking it with him to Australia .. . 

SOME OUTSTANDING DETAILS 
1. Screened Grid Amplification rendering the set 

highly selective and wide in range. 
2. Single dial tuning and volume control making 

simplicity the keynote of its operation. 
3. Fitted in handsome furniture hide suitcase with 

patent locking clips which makes the set not 
only extremely convenient for picnics and 
parties, but quite suitable for the most luxurious 
surroundings. 

4. Low battery consumption ensuring economy of 
upkeep. 

Owing to the high degree of selectivity in this, and 
our other Screened Grid Portable Receivers, we are 

National Radio Exhibition 

able to guarantee complete selectivity between all 
main B.B.C. stations under the new scheme of wave- 
lengths, as proved by an actual test under the 
twin aeria:s at Brookman's Park, when both 
programmes were received separately without 
interference, and in addition a number of other 
British and foreign stations. This test was made 
on a standard " Super Range Four " receiver under 
an independent Press observer, and was repeated at 
half -mile intervals with similar results. 

Ask at any high -class Radio store for a de- 
monstration of this unique Receiver -or call 
at our London Showrooms. 

(L .W M] CCH LaT° 
Olympia - Sept. 19-27 Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus 

Stand No. 57. WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS: 
Telephone: Slouch 441 -442. Telegrams: Radlether, Slough 

1 omfon showroom: 179 STRAND. W.C.2 (Tel.: Holborn 2466) 

CASH s 
PRICE Ge GNS. 

Including all equipment and Royal- 
ties. Or by our special "Deterred 
Payments on Hire Purchase 
Terms" system, ES down and 10 

monthly payments of £2 : t : 0 

THE M °MICHAEL 

SUPER RANGE PORTABLE FOUR 
Advertisements for " the Wireless lI'orrl " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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8 ADVERTISEMENTS. THE WIRELESS WORLD 

PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT! 

Wireless 
aAoió ñs°vEwWorld 

OLrYMPIA SHOW 
COMPETITION 

First Prize 
£50 

in Cash 
SECOND PRIZE 

Voucher for the purchase of apparatus to the value of £20 
from firms exhibiting at the 
Olympia Show. 

THIRD PRIZE 
Similar voucher for £15. 
FOURTH PRIZE 

Similar voucher for £10. 
FIFTH PRIZE 

Similar voucher for £5. 
i 

SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

Following the successful competitions organised in previous years, " The Wireless World " offers cash and other valuable prizes for the 1930 Show Competition, in which readers are invited to vote for the best ap- paratus exhibited at Olympia. Make up your mind now to enter for this interesting competition. 
An Entry Form will appear in each 
oR the Three Special Show Numbers. 

(Dated Sept. 17th, 24th, and Oct. Ist). 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., LONDON, E.C.4. 

If you have A.C. mains 
in your house, you have the cheapest and most reliable supply of current for your set, and 

(oI WESTINGHOUSE 

METAL RECTIFIERS 
enable you to adapt this supply 
in the simplest and most reliable 
way. 

Here are three 
of the popular 
units -for high 
tension, low 
tension, and 
grid bias -and 
there are, of 
course, several 
other types, 
suitable for all 
radio purposes 

e eading radio 
manufacturers are now incorporating the 
Westinghouse M e t al 
Rectifier in their elim- 
inators, chargers and 
mains sets. You can do 
the same 

Full details, circuits and instructions 
are given in our 32 -page book, 
" The All Metal Way, 1930." 

Send a 2d. stamp with your name and address for a copy, to ;- 
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 

82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.I. 

.Ilrniro,, ul '' .the II'ireless 1J'ur/I." &'I,'n wrilin,:z to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 4 R 
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EvERYTHING ELECTRICAL 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

OF EUROPE 
THE OTHER 
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Wherever you reside you may expect to receive dozens of 
stations with thrilling realism on the powerful " OSRAM 
MUSIC MAGNET 4." It has been tested up and down the 
country and everywhere results are the same ... station after 
station is tuned in with full volume, perfect purity, and free 
from interference. Do not put up with an out -of -date receiver 
when you can get this equipment for only £11/15/0. 

WRITE for POST FREE full-size Instruction Chart which will give you full information. Fill in the coupon below. 
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS PRICE INCLUDING You can either buy your "OSRAM MUSIC Osram Valves, Gecophone Corn - MAGNET 4 " for cash or on these attrac- 
tive HIRE PURCHASE' terms : +63.3.6 ponents and Polished Heavy Oak 
deposit and 12 monthly payments of 18/6. Constructor's Cabinet 

Prices apply only in Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland. .611 . 15 . 0 

MADE IN ENGLAND 

Sold by all 
Wireless 
Dealers 

o, 
,.. 

SP 
Iq' 

9'4.e 
oci 

eQ 

The . \ tO 
The / er 
AJOCee**1' ro . A7 t etHt /cjt'OO o`ei' 

°od° die ¢ (6r4jBÓ 
O r 

t w ee erb' '. THE SET THAT BRINGS THE 
Cut oat coupon-and paste an postcard or enclose in unsealed eneelope.'*.CONIT ORIENT TH THE BRITISH ISLES HalfOenny postage in either case. 

Advt. of The General Electric Cb. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C. 
ti^ Advertisements for " The l('ireless II'orld ' are only areerted (sow firms tee believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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IO ADVERTISEMENTS. 

1119;i.í1 

THE WIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER LOTH, Ig30. 

Your Nigh and Low Wave -Lengths 

Radio Products 

r 
otter 

reception 

Controlled by a Single Knob 
Lewcos Dual Binocular Coils. The Lewcos Dual Range Binocular Coils have wavelength ranges of 235-55o m. and 
1,000 -2,000 m., the wavelength range being selected by a simple 
push -pull switch which protrudes through the receiver panel. 

Ref. D.B.A. Price 17s. 6d. each. 

Ref. D.B.G. Price 17s. 6d. each. 

Ref. D.B.P. Price 17s. 6d. each. 

THE LEWCOS 
gives efficient performance on 
all wavelengths from 2,00,> 
down to zo metres. 

TESTED VALUES. 
Self Capacity, r6z Micro-micro- 
farads (N.P.L. Test). 
Natural Wavelength, 5,2oometres. 
(Tested with Moull in Voltmeter.) 

H.F. CHOKE 
Size i "X2 rX 3 rhigh. 
Price - 7s. 9d. each. 

VISIT OUR 
STAND NO. 

41 
At the RADIO 
EXHIBITION 

SEPT. 19 -27. 

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10. Stocks held at Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, London, Manchester, 
Newcastle, Nottingham. 

DC 

NATIONAL 
RADIO 

EXHIBITION 

222 

to DC 
FOR RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, 
RADIO -GRAMS requiring 300 v. 120 rn.a., 
400 v. 150 m.a., 500 v. 100 m.a., etc. 
M -L -D.C. to D,C. Rotary Transformers 
operate from 12 v. to 200 v. and are suitable 
for Public Address work, large country 
house installations, ships, installations in 
D.C. Districts. 
Write for illustrated lists describing above; 
also D.C. to A.C. Rotary Transformer, 
M -L Machinés for Transmitting M -L 
Machines for Television, M -L Hand - 
driven Generators. 

M -L MAGNETO SYND. LTD., 
Radio Dept., COVENTRY. 

Telephone: 5001. 

Contractors to the Air Ministry, 
The British Broadcasting Corpora- 
tion, The General Post Office, 
Marconiphone, The Gramophone Co. 
Ltd., etc., etc. 

D.C. TO D.C. 

Mention of "The Wireless World," when, writing to advertisers, will , pi(iiipi allru;Ion ,v,,) 
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SEPTEMBER IOTH, r930. . THE WIRELESS WORLD ADVERTISEMENTS. T I 

The most economical HT The Exide 

Battery gives the cheapest form of H.T. Instead of replacing it, as you 

would a dry battery, you merely recharge it - and it costs much less 

than a mains unit. 

Makes reception pure - an Exide adds no 

noise to your reception - no buzz, no crackle, no howl. It's silent right to 

the end of ifs charge -helps to eliminate harshness too -distant stations 

come in clearer. Aids selectivity - helps to cut out interfering stations 

because voltage does not fluctuate. 

The Exide Battery is in almost all the big speech amplifiers. Wherever 

clarity and reliability are vital they choose an XIOC 
W.H. 5,000 milliamps 6'3 W.T. 10,000 milliamps 12/e 

Prices per 10 -volt unit: W.J. 2,500 milliamps 5'= 

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer. Exide Service Stations give service on every make of battery 
Exide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol and Glasgow 

Lu All Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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The latest achievement In 
the radio world is again 
marked by the use of Marconi 
Valves. It is now possible to 
telephone to the Homeric, 
Majestic, Olympic and Levi- 
athan while actually at sea. 
This telephone service will 
probably be extended to 
other ships in due course, 
but the experiment which 
marks another tremendous 
step forward in radio develop- 
ment was entrusted to 
Marconi Valves, the Valves 
used by all great passenger 
liners, the B. B. C., Empire 
Wireless Communications, 
Imperial Airways, Trinity 
House Lightships, etc., etc. 
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OLYMPIA SHOW COMPETITION. 
THE WIRELESS WORLD voting competition has 

now become an established feature of the annual 
Wireless Show, and, to judge from the number of 

entries in The Competition, its popularity has grown from 
year to year, whilst we are confident that its usefulness 
to the manufacturers as an additional guide to the public 
choice of the' best at Olympia is fully realised. 

The Olympia Show opens to the public this year on 
Friday, September r9th, so that the Show will be in 
full swing within a fortnight from to -day. As the Show 
grows from year to year the diversity of products in- 
creases and it becomes even more interesting to search 
for what is the best in the various classes into which, 
for the purpose of the Competition, we divide the exhibits 
as a whole. 

The object of the Competition, it will be remembered, 
is to decide what, in the opinion of our readers, are the 
best products of British manufacture at the Exhibition. 
The Competition has again been organised on the basis 

A t5 

that every reader of The Wireless World shall be entitled 
to one vote for what he considers to be the outstanding 
single exhibit at the Show in any classification, and to 
vote also for the best item in each of the various classes 
into which the exhibits are grouped. 

Our classification of apparatus is as follows :- 
(i) Receivers of all types, either mains or battery 

operated. 
(2) Radio gramophones. 
(3) Batteries of all kinds, including accumulators for 

both high tension and low tension. 
(4) Mains supply units, both D.C. and A.C. 
(5) Loud speakers of all types. 
(6) Valves. 
(7) Other apparatus, not classified above. Also am- 

plifiers, component parts, such as transformers, con- 
densers, tuning coils, resistances, etc. 

How Readers Should Enter. 
Details of the Competition will be found on the entry 

form which will be published in the next three numbers 
of The Wireless World amongst the advertisement 
pages, these . three issues constituting the Special 
Show Numbers reviewing the Exhibition. 

As before, we are offering cash and other prizes in 
connection with the Competition to the competitors whose 
votes agree with the opinion of the majority in the.selec- 
tion pf the outstanding single exhibit, and also in the 
largest !limber of classes. 

The Prizes will consist of :- 
1st. 5o in cash: 
2nd. A voucher for the purchase of apparatus to the 

value of £2o from the firms exhibiting at the Show. 
3rd. A similar -voucher for ß15. . 

4th. A similar voucher for Rio. 
5th. A similar voucher for 
As in previous years, the voting is confined to products 

exhibited at the Olympia Show, and competitors, are 
asked to bear in mind when completing their ballot forms 
that their choice should be guided largely by a considera- 
tion of the value of the apparatus at the price asked for 
it, rather than basing their decision on quality alone. 

Entry forms should not be sent in until after the 
appearance of The Wireless World Exhibition Review 
Number, to be dated. October 1st, but they must reach 
the Còmpetition . Editor not later than Monday, 
October 6th. 

We are anxious that every reader of The Wireless 
World should, enter for the Competition because, natur- 
ally, the value of the results must be proportional to the 
number of votes cast. 
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PentodG as 
Detector Amplifier 

Measuring Power Output and Distortion. 
By E. YEOMAN ROBINSON 

(Chief Engineer, Radio Valve Department, The Cosmos Lamp Works, Ltd.). 

HERE has recently been described in this journal 
a one -valve loud speaker set from which cóm- 
fortably loud signals .could be expected from the 

' local station. This innovation in receiver design has 
been made possible by the advent of a pentode -the 
A.C. / Pen. -which is capable 
of delivering as a power grid 
detector between a quarter 
and half a watt of undis- 
torted A.C. energy to the 
loud speaker when the input 
grid swing is quite modest. 
When a single valve per- 
forms the dual rôle of de- 
tector and power amplifier 
the method of calculating 
power output is not the same 
as that for a triode function- 
ing as an amplifier only. 
New fields of investigation 
have to be explored, and it 
is the purpose of this article 
to describe a series of 
measurements- taken under 
working conditions which 
give a reasonably accurate 
determination of distortic a 
and output. 

It is believed that the set 
with detector - fed loud 
speaker will become of 
serious interest in view of 
the important advantages 
that accrue from the ab- 
sence of low - frequency, 
couplings.. Low -frequency oscillation, hum and motor - 
boating are prevented with the minimum of smoothing 
equipment. For distant reception the detector may be 
preceded by one or more high- frequency stages. 

In order to investigate the -performance of an indirectly 
heated pentode valve as a power grid detector it is neces- 
sary to _plot the dynamic detection characteristics. No 
simple method has yet been devised which will enable 
these characteristics to be derived from the ordinary 
anode current/ anode voltage characteristics of the valve, 
but they can be determined quite accurately by the 

following rather roundabout experimental method., 
The detection characteristics are dependent upon the 
load impedance of the anode circuit of the detector valve. 
Having decided upon the value of this impedance, the 
detection characteristics of the valve used with a 

resistance coupling in the 
output circuit are deter- 

ONE of the advantages of ' feeding a, loud speaker directly 
from a power grid detector valve is the absence of 

couplings which are likely to pass on low frequency dis- 
turbances. The very minimum- of smoothing equipment, 
therefore, is effective in preventing hum, motorboating and 
L.F. instability when a receiver embodying such an output 
stage is operated from the mains. The measurement of 
power output and distortion for a valve performing the 
dual function of detection and power amplification cannot 
follow accepted practice, and it is the purpose of this 
article to describe a new method of calculation which takes 
into account the various depths of modulation likely to be 
met in broadcast reception. 

Fig. 1. -The circuit used for determining detection characteristics 
with resistance output coupling. 

mined, using the circuit 
shown in Fig. i. In order 
to determine accurately the 
characteristics shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4 measurements' 
were made at 50 -cycles, 
and appropriate' adjustments 
made to the by -pass con- 
densers. Grid and anode by- 
pass condensers of 2 micro - 
farads were employed which 
correspond to condensers of 
o.000r microfarad at a fre- 

3uency of one million. 
A characteristic similar to 

that shown in Fig. 2 is 
first obtained in which the 
anode current is plotted 
against the appliedA.C. grid 
voltage. This is the charac- 
teristic of the valve used as 
a resistance -coupled ampli- 
fier. Supposing the un- 
modulated carrier wave is 3 
volts, the operating condi- 
tions are represented at O. 
If the carrier wave is modu- 
lated no per cent. the 

applied A.C. grid volts -will vary fr9m o to 6. The 
dynamic characteristic of the valve as a detector will 
therefore be COC, (see Fig. 2).. There is a very consider- 
able D.C. voltage drop in the resistance R (Fig. 1), 
with the result that the anode voltage on the valve is- 
not equal to the applied battery voltage. It is there- 
fore necessary to compute the voltage which is actually 
applied to the valve anode when, an unmodulated carrier 
wave is being received. This is effected by subtracting 
from the battery voltage the voltage drop in the resist -. 
ance R for the current flowing at the mean point of the 

A tG 
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Pentode as Detector Amplifier. - 
characteristic. Thus COC, (Fig. 2) is the dynamic 
characteristic of an A.C. / Pen. valve when used with 
500 volts H.T. and a resistance output circuit of 8,000 
ohms for a carrier wave of 3 volts. The current at O 
is 46 mA., and the drop in the resistance is 368 volts, 
so that the curve COC, is also the dynamic characteristic 
for the valve when used with transformer output for a 
supply voltage of 132 anode volts for the same condi- 
tions, namely, 8,000 ohms load impedance and 3 volts 
RMS carrier wave. Similarly, CO,C, is the dynamic 
characteristic with a 4 -volt carrier wave for 500 volts 
H.T. and a resistance coupling of 8,000 ohms, or with 
transformer or choke output coupling with 156 volts 
H.T. and á load resistance of 8,000 ohms. 

Second and Third Harmonic Distortion. 
It will be seen, 'therefore, that the determination of 

the dynamic characteristics for a transformer or choke 
output circuit is a matter of trial and error. First, 
the dynamic characteristics for resistance coupling must 

4 . 6 8 10 12 14 16 

APPLIED GRID VOLTS (R.M.S) 

Fig. 2.- Dynamic characteristic of the A.C./Pen. valve as detector 
and power output valve combined. The load is 8,000 ohms. 

be determined ; secondly, the permissible grid swing 
determined from a consideration of the distortion intro- 
duced, and .finally, the equivalent battery voltage for 
transformer coupling computed. A family of charac- 
teristic curves using resistance coupling is, therefore 
necessary. These curves are given in Fig. 3. The 
dynamic characteristics using transformer coupling have 
been computed for a battery voltage of zoo in the 
manner described above and are given in Fig. 4, in 
which the change in anode current is plotted against the 
applied A.C. grid voltage for various values of carrier 
wave. This information is also given in tabular form 
in- Table I at the end of the article. 

It will be seen that the maximum carrier wave which 
c"n be applied without more than 5 per cent. second 

A 1/ 
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4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

APPLIED GRID VOLTS R.M.S.) 

Fig. 3. -A family of detection characteristics with resistance coupling. The load is 8,000 ohms and the grid leak 1 megohm. 

harmonic distortion occurring when it, is fully modulated 
is 5 volts R.M.S. It will also be noted that, with greater 
input than this, third harmonic distortion becomes of 
major importance. 

The undistorted power output of a P.240 -type valve is 
3oo -33o milliwatts with 150 volts H.T. With 100 -120 
volts H.T. the power output is considerably less, and 
that of the average battery-fed portable receiver is 160 - 
206 milliwatts, so that compared with this standard the 
Mazda A.C. /Pen., when used as a power grid detector, 
has very adequate power output. It should be pointed 
out, however, that it is not equivalent in practice to an 
ordinary output valve of 0.75 watt output, but rather 

30 
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Fig. 4.- Dynamic detection characteristics of A.C. ¡Pen. valve for various signal voltages. The following conditions were main- tained during the measurements : anode voltage 200, screen voltage 200, load 8,000 ohms and grid leak 1 megohm. 
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Pentode as Detector Amplifier.- 
to á valve of 0.4 watt output. The reason for this 
appears to be that the maximum power ouput is 
rependent upon the depth of modulation. If the maxi- 
mum depth of modulation of the transmitter is 70 per 
cent. the power output' from the 

. valve is 'only 0.37 
watt, assuming 0.75 watt for ioo per cent. modulation. 

TABLE I. 

'Amplitude of un- 
modulated carrier 
wave (volts 
R.M.S.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 

Power output for 
100% modulation 
(milliwatts) 46 195 380 520 760 900 900 900 750 

Per cent. second 
harmonic distor- 
tion 2.2 3.5 2.5 1.0 4.5 10.0 13.5 15.0 18.0 

Owing to the fact that the detection characteristic is 
linear, the valve, as compared with an anode bend or . 

cumulative grid detector, is less selective, and if one 
tuned circuit is used in the receiver some reaction must 
be used to give a complete separation of the National 
and Regional transmitters. This is no disadvantage, 
but it does necessitate the use of a tapped aerial coil, 
so that when working on a large aerial the aerial coupling 
can be reduced to enable reaction to be employed with- 
out overloading the valve. . . 

A further characteristic is that the valve is more 
sensitive. when a -very weak carrier wave is being 
received than when it is received at full strength. This 
leads to the set having a strange " feel " in that if one 
station to which the set is mistuned is heard very faintly, 
tuning -in to the carrier wave of another station " wipes 
out " the weak station. 

When the valve is used to operate a loud speaker the 
screen volts and anode volts should not exceed 200. 
1f, on the other haaìd, the valve is used as a power grid 
detector followed by a power output valve, best results 
are obtained by using a low auxiliary grid voltage of 
3o or 5o volts and a high, anode voltage. 

THE DISTANT PICK-UP. _ ' 

.T must often happen that the arrangement of a 
room in Yvhich it is desired to have both a wireless 
receiver and a gramophone working in conjunction 

with it is such that the two have to be separated by 
quite a considerable distance. It then becomes difficult 
to arrange for a suitable connection between the pick- 
up and the amplifier. . 

The capacity between the two wires is more than suffi- 
ciently large to by -pass all the upper notes provided by 
the pick -up, so that the final reproduction becomes in- 
tolerably " woolly," 

, and the words of songs become 
almost entirely unintelligible. The capacity across the 
wires is, roughly speaking, of the order of o.00i mfd. 

SEPTEMBER loth, 1930. 

in a piece of flex some 4oft. in, length. While this capacity would be harmless enough it shunted across 
a low -resistance output, it would effectually kill all high 
notes when placed in parallel, with the average pick -up, 
which, at the 'highe-st frequencies, may have an imped- 
ance rising to 3o,0oo ohms or more. To make matters 
worse, the writer had set his heart on the Marconi - 
phone " pick -up, which has a much higher impedance 
than the bulk of such instruments. 

Bearing in mind that it is not the capacity of the 
wire, in itself, that is harmful, but the conjunction of 
this capacity with a high-impedance source of high notes, 
attention was turned to the possibility of converting the 
high -impedance output into one of low impedance. 
Calculation showed that the capacity of the leads would 
not result in serious high -note loss if shunted across 
an output of impedance not greater than some 5,000 
ohms. This figure could, of course, be reached by the 
use of a suitable transformer, but no transformer de- 
signed for the purpdse was. available, Instead, the pick- 
up was connected directly across grid Land filament of a 
low- impedance valve, which was installed in the gramo- 

DETECTOR RADIO ist LF. 

H.T.+ 

GRAMOPHONE 

FORTY FEET 
OF TWIN 
(Abi.E 4 

GRID BIAS 
RESISTANO., 

G B.- 

rti 
A.0 

Use of valve to prevent loss of 
high notes by long entension- 
wire between pick -up and main 
amplifier. The anode resist- 
ance R, used alternatively for 
detector valve in set and for the 
pick -up valve, is 20,000 ohms. 
The pick -up valve has a separ- 
ate heater transformer with an 

independent switch. 

phone -itself. Since the A.C. resistance of the valve 
amounted to only a few thousand ohms under operating 
conditions, it was considered quite safe to connect its 
anode to the.rest of the amplifier by the 4oft. connecting 
wire. 

To economise in batteries (or mains equipment) it 
was arranged that the valve in the gramophone should 
be supplied with its anode current and grid -bias from 
the amplifier, with the result that no extra equipment 
other than a small bell transformer to supply the heater 
had to be purchased. The circuit of the whole arrange- 
ment, including the relevant parts of the wireless re- 
ceiver and the switching employed, are shown in the 
accompanying diagram, below which various practical 
details are given. 

A. L. M.S. 
A ti 
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NOW THE AF7 TRANSFORMER 
The need for a low -ratio transformer 
of superlative quality has been 
apparent for some time. 
Many constructors requiring greater 
L.F. amplification than is practicable 
with one stage find that two stages 
with transformers of the old standard 
ratio give excessive amplification - 
and excessive amplification is liable 
to prove exceedingly troublesome, as 
is readily seen_ on consideration of 
the conditions. 
Take first the case of a single L.F. 
stage employing the standard trans- 
former ratio of 1 : 3. The ampli- 
fication factor of the modern detector 
valve is about 16, and that of an out- 
put valve of the P625 class is 6. 
This gives the total L.F. amplification 
from the detector to the output as :- 

16x3.5x6 = 336. 
This may be increased by 
using a transformer such as 
the AF6 which, with its 
higher ratio of 1 : 7, would 
give 

16x7x6 = 672. 
Compare the above with two 
stages, employing the same 
valves and transformers of 
the standard ratio. The total 
amplification from the detec- 
tor to the output becomes 
16x3.5x 16x3.5x 6 = 18,816 

We believe these figures will 
be interesting, and perhaps 
surprising, to those who have 
not considered the question 
from this angle. What is re- 
quired is some combination 
capable of giving appreciably 
more amplification than the 
single stage, but appreciably 
less than that obtained from 
two. 

FE 

Several methods offered a solution, 
but after investigation of all the 
possibilities we decided that a trans- 
former with a ratio of 1 : 1/ had, 
amongst others, one great advan- 
tage : the reduction in the secondary 
allowed us to increase the primary, 
thereby securing a primary induc- 
tance of 210 henrys when carrying 
1 milliamp. This transformer is 
therefore clearly the most suitable 
transformer to follow an anode bend 
detector. 
Compared with the figures given 
above, the total amplification using 
this transformer would be :- 

16 x 1.75 x 16 x 1.75 x 6= 4,704. 
This new transformer is the AF7, 
price 30/ -. It is available for push - 
pull, AF7c, price 34/ -. 

TI 
THERE IS NO EQUIVALENT 

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE 

A 1 9 Advertisements or " The Wireless World ". are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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IS WHAT YOU'VE 
WAITED FOR! 

RADIO 
EXHIBITION 

OLYMPIA 1930 
STAND 

No. 6 7 

PRICE 
£6 -15 -O 
Speech Trans- 
former 151- extra. 

A new R.K. with permanent magnet 
designed to work -and work well -without 
the application of extra power. This new 
model, which is so easy to install (just 
connect it to your set, whether mains or 
battery driven), still upholds the reputation 
for tone and quality which the other R.R. 
models have held for four years. 

The price is exceptionally reasonable 
when the remarkably fine reproduction is 
compared with that of other speakers and 
therefore offers excellent value for money. 
There are three other R.K. Reproducers - 
the Senior with built -in rectifier for use 
with A.C. mains, price £11 1Os., and the 
Standard Senior, price £7 7s., and Junior 
Model, price £6 6s., all of which are obtain- 
able through your radio dealer. - 

Ask your dealer for particulars of 
hire purchase terms, 

THE 

PERMANENT ,,1l ( ) 

REPRO ` 

11 

NEW 
MAGNET 

CERS 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD. 
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refriger- 
ation and Radio Business of The 

Supplies, 
Thomson.J-Iow:on Co., Ltd. 

Radio Division: 
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I 

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns 

EDISWAN... 
mention of " The Wireless World." when writing 

A 
good item 
on any 

programme 

N.C.C.899 

It's the 
Tobacco that Counts 

41111M1111111111, 
i 

HYD 
CONDENSERS 

A high safety 
factor, an ac- 
curate rating, a 
long life, a 
moderate price. 

If that is your specification for a 
power condenser specify Hydra. 
Hydra completely fills your each 
and every requirement. 

LOUIS HOLZMAN 9 

37, Newman Street, W.1. 
Telephone: Museum z6.} i 

to advertisers. will ensure brombt attention. A 20 
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Germany'. Latest Sets. -New 'I clef i,nken Valve. Selenium Rectifier, 
Infra -red Sensitive Photo Cells, Electrostatic Loud Speaker. 

New Apparatus Seen at the Stands. 
By Our Staff Representative Visiting Ber!in. 

, it 
" HE seventh annual Radio Exhibition in Berlin was 

opened on August 22nd by Dr. Bredow, the 
, Secretary of State, who acts as Broadcasting Com- 

missigner for the whole of Germany. The exhibition had 
been advertised far and wide in a very striking manner. 
For example, a fleet of boats was to be seen on the Havel 
near Wannsee. a popular Berlin resort, with masts re- 
sembling the well -known broadcasting tower with the 
restaurant halfway up, which forms such a striking land- 
mark of the Exhibition. The leading boat carried a 
loud speaker and radiated music ; the others contented 
themselves with the distribution of balloons, some of 
which contained free tickets for the show. A week before 
the opening of the Exhibition I 
visited a cinema at Weimar, in 
Thuringia. and this boat display 
formed an item of the topical news 
film ; in this way the propaganda 
had doubtless reached every town 
in Germany. The opening was 
noteworthy because, in addition to 
the beautiful music -the real 
thing --which was provided by a 
magnificent orchestra, Professor 
Einstein gave an address in which 
he reminded the company that the 
source of all technical achievement 
is the divine curiosity and research 
of the experimenter. He recalled 
the names of Maxwell. Hertz, and 
others. and made a humorous 
reference to those who availed 
themselves of the wonders of science without understand- 
ing anything more of their spirit than does the cow of the 
botany of the grass which she devours with such relish. 

For the first time the Exhibition included both radio 
and "phono," if one dare use the latter term to denote 
every known method of the reproduction of sound. This 

has led to a very great increase in the size of the Exhi- 
bition. occupying four sides of a square, the Exhibition 
buildings consist of six halls. providing 270,00o square 
feet, the number of exhibiting firms being 35o. It should 
be said at once that a great amount of space is taken up 
by the exhibits of the Imperial Post Department and by 
the Broadcasting Company. The exhibition was really 
a combination of a trade show on the lines of the Olympia 
Show with a national cultural exhibition. The laftet 
occupied nineteen rooms, in some of which one could hear 
gramophone reproductions of strange foreign music such 
as Gurkha songs, Tibetan temple music, Scottish bag- 
pipes, a Madagascar chorus, and so on, the players being 

projected on a screen. I was dis- 
appointed to see that the bagpipes 

BERLIN'S annual radio show is of unusual 
interest. New apparatus like the "rod " 

valve, the electrostatic loud speaker, the copper - 
oxlde photo cell and the selenium rectifier to 

bo seen this year are entirely novel, while an 
oppertanity is afforded of comparing the re- 

Wring sets of this country with Germany's 
latest products. 

The allsoritn7 of the jramophone, which in 
e present -day farne depends so much upon 
radio development. into the wireless exhibition 
reveals an important tendency towards the 

ceneltaing of all sound reprodadion under 
the term " Phono." 

A ;e 

were played by a man in trousers. 
In other rooms one could hear 
speeches by Edison, Berliner, 
Ebert and Hindenburg ; in others 
short extracts from the leading his- 
torical broadcasts of the year in 
sport, politics. etc. Seven rooms 
were devoted to an exhibition of 
historical apparatus showing the 
development of the gramophone 
and talking film. 

The exhibit of the Broadcasting 
Company was devoted very 
largely to the subject of interfer- 
ence, its causes and cure. This 
subject has become of paramount 
importance, and every effort is 

being made to educate the public in the matter. In the 
larger centres of population. where the people live mainly 
in large blocks of flats and where electrical apparatus is 
used for many purposes, the interference with broadcast 
reception has become a very serious problem, more 
especially with sets supplied from the mains. The Broad- 
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casting Company has organised a body of volunteers who 
look into every reported case of interference, trace the 
cause of the disturbance, and give advice as to its elimi- 

An all -mains three -valve set selling at six guineas. In addi- 
tion to the A.C. rectifyin valve a three -element valve is 

included, two units of which are of the screen -grid type. 

nation. They have issued a.number of pamphlets deal- 
ing with the problem, and at the exhibition, had fitted up 
a number of ingenious diagrams in which the various 
current paths could be illuminated by turning a switch, 
with the object of helping the layman to understand why 
such an apparatus as a vacuum cleaner can cause inter, 
ference to a neighbour's wireless reception, and how it is 
possible by means of chokes and condensers to eliminate 
the trouble at its source. Several firms specialise in the 
supply of disturbance preventers. It was stated that, in 
the month of June 6,322 cases of disturbance had ,been 
reported, of which 3,705 had been cured ; these were 
classified as follows : high- voltage lines and networks, 
99-24 ; electric trams and railways, '435-118 ; oscillation 
due to reaction, 896 -572 ; motors, 1,150 -542 ; high,fre- 
quency apparatus, 1,322 -898 ; 'miscellaneous, 2,410- 
1,551 ; the first number being the cases reported, and the 
second the cases satisfactorily dealt with. 

A model tramcar ran backwards and forwards on 
a short track, the bow contact being of metal when 
renning in one direction and of carbon when running 
in the other direction. A near -by wireless receiver with 

Dismantled Oscilloplane loud speaker, showing the bake - 
lite metal- coated plates, dust screen and ring. 

SEPTEMBER loth, 193o. 

a loud speaker was relatively silent when the carbon 
contact was in use, but very noisy when the metal 
contact was ,used. On expressing the view that this 
exhibit, although interesting, could have little propa- 
ganda value beyond' making the public angry "with 
the tramway companies, I was told that this was the 
object, as the latter could only be forced by public 
opinion to adopt protective measures. - Two of the 
booklets referred to above deal exclusively with the 
disturbances caused by electric trams and railwàys. 

Broadcasting Company's Technical Exhibits. 
A very interesting exhibit; by the Brodacasting Com- 

pany was a complete installation of the apparatus em- 
ployed to control the degree of modulation both on the 
low- frequency side to avoid distortion due to overload - 
ing microphones and amplifiers, and on the high -fre= 

The Oscilloplane, a new electro- 
static loud speaker by Vpgt, housed 
in the top of a combined radio : - 
gramophone. An enlarged view 
of the Oscilloplane is shown on the 
right. The elevated position of the 

loud speaker is a good feature. 

quency side to avoid over - or under- modulation. Here 
and .throughout the exhibition one noticed how the 
gramophone record and pick -up was utilised for the 
purposes of :demonstration. Very few of the multiplicity 
of sounds heard :emanating from what would have been 
silence cabinets had their doors been closed had their 
origin in a radio : wave ; even if there had been no 
separate gramophone section the exhibition could 
rightly have been called, a radio and phono show. 

An exhibit of the Broadcasting Company which 
caused great interest was the actual production of a 
record on a wax blank from a voice in an adjacent 
microphone, the record then being played back through 
a loud speaker. 
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- A large room was devoted to television, demonstra- 

tions being given by two companies, viz., the Fernseh 
A.G. and the Telehor A.G., the former being associated 
with Baird and the latter with Mihaly. 

A somewhat unusual feature is the inclusion of a switch 
giving alternative anode bend or leaky- grid detection. The 

Mende three -valve receiver. 

Before leaving the cultural and turning to the trade 
section we should like to mention that a large reading 
room was ' provided with wireless papers classified ac- 
cording to language. The section headed England and 
Ireland contained iii copies of various papers, all but 
one 'published in London, the exception being pub- 
lished in New York ; there is apparently some doubt as , 
to the geographical situation of the latter city. 

On enquiring at most of the stalls as to whether they 
had anything new of importance, I was answered by 
a shrug of the shoulders. Striking novelty there was 
none, with the exception, perhaps, of the new Telefunken 
valve or " rod " as they prefer to call it, but as compared 
with previous years, there was a marked improvement in 
the design of sets, both externally and internally. The 
all -mains type predominated. One of the most striking 
features was the almost entire absence of portable sets, 
only four or five firms appearing to devote any attention 
to this type of receiver. 

The Loren.. rei.dver fitted with a control which enables resis- 
tance to be inserted in the tuned circuits. By this means 
excessive sharpness of tuning can be avoided when long range 

reception is not required. 

243 

The lowest priced three -valve all -mains set with loud 
speaker was the Loewe set shown on the previous page, 
which retails at six guineas. It appears to have only two 
valves, one being the rectifier, but the other is the well - 
known Loewe multiple valve, containing three elements 
in a single bulb, two of which are of the screened -grid 
type. Nearly every firm had a three -valve all -mains set 
with built -in loud speaker ; some consisted of detector 
and two low- frequency stages, others of a high- frequency 
stage, a detector and a pentode output stage ; most firms 
build both types. 

The New Telefunken Valve. 
The principal novelty of the exhibition was un- 

doubtedly a new type of valve which, because of its 
shape, has been called the Telefunken rod " or " staff," 
but which is distinguished from the usual valve by hav- 
ing no grid, the control being exercised by an external 
metal coating. The idea is not new, as de Forest patented 
this in 1906, a year before it occurred to him to insert 
a grid between the anode and cathode. With a valve of 
the ordinary shape the amplification is too small to make 

A Siemens and Haiske receiver with a single tuning scale 
covering a wave range of 200 to 2,000 metres. Tuning is by 

ganged variometer and condenser. 

the idea practicable, hence the peculiar construction 
which has been adopted. The glass tube, about,4 or sin. 
long, is squashed flat, while the cathode consists of a 
straight filament running from .top to bottom at one side 
of the flattened section, and at the other is the anode of 
sheet metal bent into an oval shape and pinched by the 
glass walls, thus giving it mechanical support. The con- 
trol electrode consists of a metal coating squirted on to the 
glass and entirely surrounding it. It is impossible to 
obtain static characteristic curves for such a valve, be- 
cause if a positive voltage be applied to the coating it 
attracts a negative electron charge on the inner wall, 
which neutralises its effect. For the same reason the grid 
bias is of no account, and one can connect the coating 
directly to the anode of the preceding valve without any 
condenser, which simplifies and cheapens the set. For 
high- frequency amplification and detection the valves are 
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iiiade soft, but for audio- frequencyamplification they are 
made with a high vacuum. The type of glass employed 
for making the valve is important, since the insulation 
resistance and consequent leak through the glass wall 
between the outer coating and the inner layer of ions and 
electrons plays an important. rôle ; it is this leak that 
makes the gas -filled valves unsuitable for audio frequen- 
cies. One rather unexpected but very important advan- 
tage of this valve is that the filament, which takes 0.2 
ampere at I volt, can be supplied with alternating cur- 
rent without any trace of hum. Notwithstanding this, it 
is claimed that it amplifies the low audio frequencies. 
This valve is not only cheaper than other types, but lends 

WWpild 
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Specially small rectifiers have been developed for inser- 
tion in the cases of moving -coil instruments to enable 
them to be used for the measurement of alternating 
voltages ; the constancy and reliability of the selenium 
rectifier holds out great promise of its successful appli- 
cation to A.C. measurements. 

The same firm have developed the so- called dry 
electrolytic condenser, i.e., a porous material soaked in 
electrolyte separating two aluminium electrodes. These 
condensers are made by winding strips in the same way 
that Mansbridge condensers are made. It is claimed 
that, providing the stated voltage is not exceeded, these 
condensers never need reforming, and that they preserve 
their capacity when ' left in storage for long periods. 

Telefunken type 12 W all -mains three - valve set with, built -in four -pole loud speaker. The new " Rod " type valves can be seen on the left. This valve is the principal novelty of the exhibition and its size can be judged from the 
illustration. 

Circuit of the Telefunken 12 W three -valve all -mains set show- 
ing the use of Rod " valves as detector and L.F. amplifier. 

itself to the construction of cheap sets. Valvés of this 
type are fitted in the Telefunken 12 W three -valve re- 
ceiver, and the circuit shows their use in the first two 
stages. A built -in four -pole loud speaker is included in 
this receiver, and, arranged for all -mains working, re- 
tails at eight guineas. 

An interesting novelty was the set shown by the 
Mende Co. This. set is fitted with a knob whereby one 
may employ either anode -bend detection if the station 
is near, or the more sensitive leaky grid detection when 
receiving a distant station. Another somewhat similar 
device has been introduced by the Lorenz Company 
into their high, grade five -valve receivers ; by means of 
a knob one can introduce resistance into the tuned high - 
frequency circuits; and` thus improve the quality when 
great 'selectivity is not found essential. 

Selenium Rectifier. 
An interesting" exhibit was that of the 'Süddeutscher 

Apparate- Fabrik. This firm has developed the selenium 
rectifier; "a dry metal rectifier which . it is claiined is 
superior to the copper- oxide type. - Thin sheets of 
selenium have a layer of metal sqùirted on to =them 
on One side, a sheet of foil being pressed against the 
other side. Such an eleìnent possesses . unilateral con- 
ductivity up to a potential of 20 volts, the back current 
being less than o.i per cent.' - The efficiency of the 
rectifier is from .6o to 65 per cent. The' high voltage 
per element makes the selenium rectifier peculiarly 
suited for the construction of high- voltage rectifiers. 

'The maximum voltage appears to *be 12 volts, a 3,000 - 
microfarad condenser for this voltage costing 145. A 
special type for the same voltage, but of 15o micro - 
farads, and costing 2s. iod. , is intended for smoothing 
grid -bias circuits ; it weighs only 35 grammes. . The 
larger sizes are suitable forr smoothing rectified filament - 
heating current. 

-- The only firm showing any novelty in audio -frequency 
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Berlin Radio Show. - 
transformers was Dietz and Ritter, of Leipzig, whose 
" Korting " transformer, with a ratio of 3 or 4 to I 
and a weight of 30o grammes, showed excellent- charac- 
teristic curves. Its main interest lay in the claim that 

Few portable sets 
were to be seen. 
The Ideal Blue Spot 
live -valve portable. 

' It Is a superhetero- 
dyne. 

it utilised iron,, which was free from the defects of 
Permalloy and similar alloys. Further particulars could 
not be obtained. . 

Constant- output Transformers. 

This firm also exhibited .what must be regarded as one 
of the important novelties of the exhibition, viz., a 
transformer which, on a given load, maintained an ap- 
proximately constant secondary voltage when the pri- 
mary voltage väried from 18o to 28o volts. Each trans 
former' must be specially adjusted for the load on which 
it has to work. .Patent considerations prevented any 
explanation being given beyond the facts that it de- 
pended on the knee of the saturation curve and that 
a condenser was involved. The secondary voltage in 
a given case was 212 för a primary voltage of i8o ; it 
rose to 223, and then fell to 210, as the primary voltage 
was increased to 280. Such a transformer should prove 
Useful to those who have a mains. supply subject to 
large fluctuations, but the dependence of the regulation 
on the load will prove a serious drawback in many cases. 

The Rectron , Company exhibited a device whereby 
on switching on an all -mains set the anode voltage is not 
applied to,the valves until the filaments are heated. The 
anode circuit contains a switch operated by a bimetallic 
strip, whiçh is heated by a coil connected across the 
low- voltage secondary of the transformer. The time 
taken for this switch to operate allows the valve filaments 
to become heated. 
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The Blue -Spot Ideal Company exhibited a new type 
of electrostatic loud speaker which has been developed 
by Hans Vogt, of talking -film fame. The patent rights 
of this speaker are held by the Oscilloplan- Holding 
A.G., and the English rights have been acquired by the 
Graham Amplion Co. We were greatly struck by the 
excellent quality of reproduction, which was certainly 
equal to anything heard at the Exhibition. It combined 
clear, high notes without any unpleasant shrillness and 
deep bass without boom. 

A very thin metal diaphragm, but a minute fraction 
of a millimetre thick, and a foot in diameter, is stretched 

New type of photo -electric 
cell making use of copper - 
oxide plates very similar to 
those used in rectifiers. 
Rapidity of action, sensi- 
tiveness to infra -red light 
and the fact that an enclos- 
ing globe is not necessary 
are among its advantages. 
Exhibited by Radiosender 

G.m.b.H. 

between two bakelite - moulded, ribbed discs about 
2 mm. apart. The faces et these discs are made con - 
ductive by means of graphite and treated with a 

special varnish. A special high- vacuum rectifier main- 
tains a potential of 800 volts between the diaphragm and 
these faces ; the audio -frequency voltage causes an in- 
crease of potential on one side and a decrease on the 
other, thus causing the diaphragm to vibrate. A nove, 
feature is the gradation in the size of the air holes in 

the bakelite discs, which decrease towards the centre, 
and thus provide increased air cushioning where the 
amplitude would normally tend to be excessive. The 
quality obtained was certainly very striking. This loud 
speaker was not on sale as a separate unit, but only 
as a part of the complete sets exhibited by the company. 

One of the attractions of the exhibition was provided 
by the'giant Blatthaller loud speaker, which Siemens and 
Halske installed at the top of the wireless tower. The 
announcements which it gave out could be heard far 
beyond the limits of the Exhibition. It is claimed that 
it can be heard up to a distance of twenty kilometres. 
The `-` membrane " consists of corrugated aluminium 

Selenium rectifier produced by the Süddeutscher Apparate- 
Fabrik. The output is 0.35 ampere. 
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sheet 1.5 mm. thick, and its extreme movement is 2 cms. 
The principal novelty on the Siemens and Halske 
stand was the large scale which was fitted to all their 
sets, the pointer of which carries a small lamp which 
brightly illuminates the portion of scale of interest at 
the moment. A further novelty was the covering of 
the whole range from 200 to 2,000 metres by means of 
the, 18o- degree rotation ; it is this, of course, that makes 
the large scale essential. 'This range is obtained by 
causing the spindle to operate a condenser and a vario- 
meter simultaneously. In the type shown in the illus- 
tration, the variometer is of the flat type with " ` D "- 
shaped coils. Similar sets were shown with three and 
four valves ; in this case the two spindles are geared 
together by an endless steel band, each spindle operating 
a condenser and variometer. 

Short -wave Receivers. 
Little attention appears to have been 'given to 

the reception of short waves, but a very simple set was 
exhibited by the Telefunken Company. This was on 
the lines of an ordinary three -valve broadcast receiver, 
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Relative sensitivity of potassium and caesium photo -electric cells. Left -glow lamp as source of light. Right -.mercury paper lamp as source. By the use of the caesium cell which was exhibited by Otto Pressler of Leipzig, less amplification is necessary in talking film apparatus. 

except that special care had been given to the design of 
the coils and condenser of the high -frequency stage. 
The range from 13.9 to ioo metres was covered by five 
coils, which were corrected to a five -way switch. The 
condenser was unusual, in that its rotor had twelve posi- 

SEPTEMBER loth, 193o.' 

tions, moving froin . one to the other with a spring snap. 
Intermediate positions were obtained by a small move- 
ment of the stator, corresponding, however, to a 360° 
rotation of the adjusting knob. It was claimed that the 
set was capable of accurate calibration, and that this 
was not affected by the aerial. Another type had two 
ranges, viz., 13.9 to 5o and 200 to 530 metres. These 

Heat - operated relay of the Rectron Company arranged to delay the switching on of the H.T. supply to a receiver fitted with indirectly heated valves: 

sets are built for battery supply, and have a screened 
grid output valve designed to supply the high- resistance 
winding of the Arcophon 4Z loud speaker. 

There was an enormous choice in gramophone pick- 
ups. The Loewe Company use no needle- clamping 
screw, but trust to the magnetic field to hold the needle 
in position. This reduces the weight of the moving part 
and 'puts up its resonant frequency, so that it is in the 
neighbourhood of 7,000 or 8,000. 

Photo -electric Cells. 
One of the best -known makers of photo -electric cells, 

Otto Pressler, of Leipzig, showed a large variety of cells 
for various purposes. This firm claim to have brought 
the caesium cell to a high degree of perfection ; it has 
the advantage over the potassium cell of being very 
sensitive in the yellow and infra red, whereas the latter 
has its maximum sensitiveness at the violet end of the 
spectrum. It is claimed that the use of a caesium cell 
in the place of a potassium cell may save one stage of 
amplification in talking film apparatus. 

Radiosender G.m.b.H., of Berlin, exhibited a very 
novel type of photo -electric cell. They found that the 
copper oxide plates used in their rectifiers acted as 
photo- electric cells with a decided maximum of sensitive- 
ness in the infra -red and with great rapidity of action. 
There is no enclosing globe, the light simply passing 
through the hole in the -front plate and falling on the 
oxide surface which is exposed to the air. 

OLYMPIA RADIO SHOW 
TH EE 
SPECIAL Next Week 

Sépt. 24th - ISSUES Oct. ist - - 

SEPTEMBER r9th to 27th 

- FORECAST -First Details of New Apparatus 
- FULL REPORT OF THE SHOW 
- THE NEW DESIGNS REVIEWED 
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Events of the Week in Brief Review. 
DECLINE IN GERMAN LICENCE 

FIGURES. 
On June 30th the number of licensed 

listeners in Germany amounted to 
3,224,944, showing a decline of 13,452 
on the preceding quarter. 

o00o 
THE TRUTH ABOUT OSLO. 

The trials with the Oslo new 60 -kilo- 
watt transmitter have not given satis- 
faction. The tests are temporarily sus- 
pended, and 'we understand that two or 
three weeks must elapse before the 
requisite modifications can be completed. 

0000 
HAVF YOU HEARD THIS ONE ? 

-With the call letters PFI -IDZ, the 
Idzerda Radio Works at The Hague 
broadcast experimental transmissions 
every Saturday night between 11.40 p.m. 
and 1.40 a.m. on 299 metres. Short 
broadcasts of talks and gramophone 
music are made, thé announcer informing 
listeners between items that they 
originate' from Idzerda Radio, Den 
Haag. 0000 

RADIO REPAIRS BY THE BLIND. 
A blind student has just passed suc- 

cessfully through the gramophone and 
radio service course held at the 
'.' H.M.V." mechanics' school, Hayes, 
Middlesex. He is Mr. J. H. Mac - 
Michael, a music ,dealer, of Alloa, Clack - 
mannanshire. Mr. MacMichael felt his 
way about the -parts of the instruments 
on which he received instruction, and did 
the best work in his class, needing only 
the help of a boy to read the meters. 

0000 
POLYTECHNIC WIRELESS COURSES. 
Classes in wireless and high- frequency 

engineering will re -open at the Poly- 
technic, 307 -311, Regent Street, London, 
W.1, on September 22nd. The facilities 
include a transmission laboratory with a 
complete commercial installation for 
telegraphy and telephony (6RA). Radio 
ipstruction can also be obtained at the 
Northampton Polytechnic Institute, St. 
John Street, London, E.C.1. - 

0000 - 

THE OLDHAM- U.S.L. BATTERY.. 
Behind the announcement of Mr. John 

Oldham that the Oldham battery will in 
future be sold as the " Oldham- U.S.L. 
battery," lies an interesting history of 
successful efforts by the British organisa- 
tion to co- operate with one of the largest 
battery producing concerns in the world, 
viz., the U.S.L. Battery Corporation of 
Niagara Falls, America: While making 
available fresh sources of research and 

production facilities, the new arrange- 
ment does not affect the nationality of 
the Oldham firm. which, . established' in 
1865, remains entirely British in regard 
to capital, labour', and material used. 

0000 
PROHIBITION : RADIO VARIETY. 

Amateur transmission, except by 
clubs, is forbidden in Germany. The 
-latest estimate places the number of 
illicit amateur transmitters at 1,500. 

0000 
A POWERFUL STATION. 

If the new Radio Paris 60- kilowatt 
transmitter at Essarts-le-Roi fulfils ex- 
pectations, writes a correspondent, France 
will at last have a national station cover- 
ing the greater part of the country. 

" STEREOSCOPIC" BROADCASTING. 
A doublé microphone shown at the Berlin 
Radio Exhibition by the Reich Rundfunk 
Gesellschaft. It is claimed that, by intro- 
ducing a slight phase difference, the 
microphone gives the listener a sense of 

direction. 

There is a faint suggestion,_ however, 
that the sponsors of the new transmitter 
are over- estimating its capabilities, since 
they, state :that " excellent reception will 
be obtained by crystal sets within a zone 
of 315 miles:" - o000 

DUAL TRANSMITTERS FOR 
HUNGARY. 

We understand that plans are matur- 
ing for the construction at. Budapest of 
a powerful new broadcasting station, 
modelled on the lines of the British Re- 
gional stations. Two programmes will 
be transmitted simultaneously 

HAPPY HERTS. 
" A, radio set in every other home," is 

the record claimed for the counties of 
Hertfordshire, Oxfordshire, and Surrey. 
The percentage of families holding radio 
licences is 55.4 in Hertfordshire, 53.9 in 
Oxfordshire, and 50.2 in Surrey. 

The average all over the country is 
30.9, with Durham lowest at 10.9. 

0000 
TELEVISION TESTS FROM BERLIN. 
On 419 metres (716 lcc.), with a power 

of 1.7 kW. in the aerial, the Berlin 
Witz'.ebeu (Germany) transmitter carries 
out a regular series of te'.evision trans- 
missions, according to the following 
time -table : From 13.00 to 13.30 B.S.T. 
daily (Monday to Friday inclusive), with 
extra transmissions from 09.00 to 10.00 
B.S.T. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays ; on Saturdays a special test is 
also . made between 01.00 and 02.00 
B.S. T. 

The Königswusterhausen high -power 
station relays these experiments and also 
transmits its own tests on Thursdays 
(01.45 -02.45), and on Saturdays from 
09.00 -10.00 B.S.T. The wavelength 
utilised is that adopted for the pro- 
grammes, namely, 1,635 metres (183.5 kc.) 
and the power is 35 kW. 

0000 
A WIRELESS COLOUR - SCHEME. 

To rob wireless repair work of one of 
its greatest bugbears is the object of the 
new standard colour code incorporated 
in H.M.V. and Marconiphone instru- 
ments at the coming Radio Exhibition. 
To diagnose the trouble in a refractory 
receiver the service man has first of all 
to identify the various circuits amid the 
maze of wires in the instrument, and this 
is sometimes the hardest part of his 
task. 

The colour coding system has been in 
use by the telephone industry for many 
years and has been used sporadically 'for 
constructional purposes by various manu- 
facturers. The " H.M.V." system, how- 
ever, represents the first attempt to 
standardise the code, so that a dealer 
seeing a brown wire in á 1930 instrument 
will know that a brown wire will identify 
the same circuit in a 1940 model. 

Ths code is being released generally 
to the wireless and music trades, and 
will be introduced into all " His Master's 
Voice '' and Marconiphone service 
manuals. We understand that credit for 
the preparation of the code is largely due 
to Mr. 'Whitehouse, of The Gramophone 
Company. 
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PRACTICA 
LTHOUGH considerable atten 

tion has been directed to th 
heed for taking certain precautions 
when a D.C. mains supply is used 
for anode current feed, it seems that 
these measures are often neglected. 
According to the producers lof the Ferranti 

"kit" set, 
aerial - grid 
tra nsform- 
ers made by 
that firm are 

constantly being returned to them as 
defective ; an examination almost 
always shows that one or both of the 
primary windings are burnt out, and 
further investigation of the condi- 
tions of use generally brings to light 
the fact that the customer's set is fed 
from D.C. mains with a positive 
earth. 

Now, these burn-outs are due to 
more or less complete short- circuits 
between aerial and earth. It is 
generally realised that some precau- 
tion (as a rule in the form of an 
added condenser in the earth lead) 
must be taken in order to isolate the 
mains from earth, but this affords 
hardly sufficient protection in all 
cases. 

A consideration of Fig. z will show 
how the trouble under consideration 
may arise when the receiver is joined 
to positively earthed mains. An 
aerial short -circuit is indicated by a 
dotted line, and it will be seen that 
there is direct continuity, via 
" earth," through the feed wires and 
the transformer primary ; this in 
spite of the presence of the protective 
condenser C. 

The remedy is simple. All that is 
necessary to ensure complete immu- 
nity from the sort of trouble is 
another fixed condenser ; a capacity 
of o.00i mfd. is almost always amply 
large, and a component with mica 
dielectric should be chosen. The 
condenser is inserted between the 
aerial lead -in wire and the aerial ter- 
minal of the set. 

Although the Ferranti " kit " set 
has been used as an illustration, it 
must be pointed out that these pre- 
cautions are applicable to every type 
of receiver. Before reaving the sub- 
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ject, it should be pointed out that an 
aerial short -circuit may also cause 
damage to smoothing chokes and 
voltage- absorbing resistances, and 
that these accidents are as often as 
not due to the operation of lightning 
safety switches or similar d vices. 
Finally, it should be realised that-an 
aerial at a potential of perhaps as 

Fig. 1.- Simplified diagram showing how 
an aerial short -circuit may cause damage 
to a receiver fed from positively earthed 

D.C. mains. 

much as 240 volts with respect to 
earth is a possible source of danger 
to anyone who may touch it. 

4 O 4 - 

PROPER appreciation of the 
properties of band pass filters, 

combined with the preparation. of 
precise data for their practical appli- 
cation, is probably one of the most 
important advances in the world of 
wireless during the past year. But 
the undoubted success, of these de- 
vices should not be allowed to lead 
us to ignore the fact that p. certain 
price has to be paid for the advan- 
tages of ' ` flat -topped " tuning curves. 

As a rule, a filter will be rather 

less selective -as the term is geni i-- 
a l l y under- 
stood -_ than 
a ' two- circuit 
tuner, al- 
though it is 
not easy to 
arrive at a fair basis of comparison. 
At the root of the matter is the fact 
that the component circuits of a filter 
cannot - be made very " good. 
Further, it is bound to provide rather 
less signal strength- -the actual loss 
may be about 3o per cent.-as com- 
pared with the other arrangement 
when properly adjusted with opti- 
mum coupling between `its circuits. 

This is the debit side of the band - 
pass filter account : to its credit, we 
have the very important advantage 
that its two circuits may be còntrolled 
by a single dial- indeed,- they must 
be in a really practical design. This 
makes for easy operation, while the 
adjustment of an ordinary two -cir- 
cuit tuner calls for a certain amount 
-of dexterity, even if one is aiming at 
nothing more than maximum signal 
strength. To obtain from it a broad 
resonance curve, such as is auto- 
matically provided by a properly de- 
signed and adjusted filter, requires 
more than the ordinary degree of 
skill. - - 

FILTERS AND 
TWO-CIRCUIT 

TUNERS. 

0 . 
`HE introduction of a single -valve 

iL loud speaker set, as described in 
The Wireless World for August 6th 
Arid i3th, opens up a pleasant pros- 
pect to those óf us who believe that 
the future trend of broadcast receiver 
design will be 
towards sim- 
plicity -b u t 
without t h e 
sacrifice of the 
really desir- 
able features that we now consider 
to be essential for a satisfactory per- 
formance. 

The new set certainly comes. as a 
wholesome corrective to the present - 
day tendency towards elaboration. 
Designers in the past have been at- 
tracted by the idea of driving the 
loud speaker directly from the de- 
tector, but until the new and highly 
efficient A.C. pextode was intro- 

A RADICALLY 
NEW 

RECEIVER. 
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Hints and Tips. - 
duced have been unable to put their 
aspirations into practice. Readers 
may be reminded that the power 
pentode detector is capable of de- 
livering up to 35o milliwatts of L.F. 
energy to the loud speaker -quite as 
much as the output of most of the 
super -power valves ordinarily used 
for domestic reception -when an 
H.F. signal of 5 volts is fed to its 
grid circuit. 

We must not expect too much 
from a single valve. Its first and 
most obvious limitation is that of 
range, and the radius of action of the 
set referred to is given as a maxi- 
mum of 3o miles from a high -power 
station. This figure will be consider- 
ably reduced when its sensitivity is 
considered in relation to an ordinary 
" main " station of average power, 
or where receiving conditions are 
below the average. 

VV ilmsliago 
Wald 

and consequently this principle is 
available to those who live at a dis- 
tance from any transmitting station 
or to those who need a greater choice 
of programmes than can be provided 
by an unaided detector. It is the 
purpose of this note to offer a few 
suggestions as to how the " Regional 
One " may be converted into a 
" Regional Two " with á much more 
extended range -but with some in- 
evitable sacrifice of its pristine 
simplicity. 

There is no need to abandon the 
. more attractive features of the set, 
such as its band -pass input filter and 
inexpensive and compact eliminator ; 

these can be retained by following 
the general lines of the circuit given 
in Fig. 2, where those components of 
the receiver which may still have un- 
changed values are indicated by their 
original reference letterings. Strictly 
speaking, filter circuits of lower re- 

2-19 

ductive relationship with the H.F. 
transformer secondary. This latter 
component will be chosen with re- 
gard to the user's needs in the matter 
of sensitivity ; any intervalve coup- 
ling of sound design will serve, as 
the design of this part of the circuit 
is governed by accepted practice. 

Positions of essential inter -circuit 
screens are indicated, but, where 
high amplification is aimed at, it 
would be essential to enclose the 
intervalve coupling components in a 
metal box. There is no need to 
budget for a greater eliminator out- 
put than that provided in the original 
design, as the drop in voltage due 
to the demands of the added H.F. 
valve is positively negligible. The 
3o,000 -ohm resistance shown for 
regulating the anode voltage fed to 
this valve will be correct for the aver- 
age specimen likely to be used. 

A set of this kind is hardly com- 

REACTION 
COIL 
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HT 

te ig. 2. -The "Regional One," modified for medium -distance reception by 

But having overcome the major 
problem of direct loud speaker feed, 
the question of maintaining a suf- 
ficient signal voltage on the detector 
grid fades into insignificance. Theo- 
retically, under any conditions or at 
any range, this can be done by the 
usual expedient of fitting an H.F. 
amplifier to provide the necessary 
magnification. Practically, the range 
of a " power detector " set is no 
more limited than that of any other, 

A zo 

sistance, with more clearly defined 
peaks, would be permissible in a set 
with another single tuned circuit - 
that of the H.F. amplifier -to fill up 
the depression between the peaks. 
Of course, condensers C1 and C, 
would be ganged in any case. 

No reaction coil is needed for the 
second filter coil L. ; instead, re- 
generation must be provided between 
plate and grid circuits of the detector, 
and so this coil will be placed in in- 

the addition of an H.F. stage. 

plete without some kind of pre- detec- 
tion volume control ; the amateur 
may follow his own inclinations in 
this matter, but it is worth while 
remembering that, if a series aerial 
condenser is chosen -and one might 
do worse - the trimming condenser 
for the input circuit should be 
mounted in an accessible position, so 
that an adjustment may readily be 
made to compensate for variations 
in effective aerial capacity. 
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S.C. VA\IL\vIES 

The Cossor 220 S.G. and 215 S.G. Valves Reviewed. 

ALTHOUGH the screened valve in the indirectly heated class has lately shown remarkable progress, hitherto the same could not be said of the battery type. The Iwo new Cossor S.G. valves with 2 -volt filaments reviewed in this article are a welcome addition to the range of high frequency amplifying valves. Their characteristics mark an important advance for not only is the interelectrode capacity extremely low but there is also the added advantage that grid current does not flop until the grid is positive. A high mutual conductance is maintained under working conditions and the high frequency losses in the valve base are negligible. A stable stage gain_ 
of well over 300 times can be attained with well designed circuits. 

THE rated characteristics of the two new screen -grid 
'valves with which the present review deals are 
given by the makers as follows : - 

215 S.G. 220 S.G. 

Filament volts . . 

Filament current 
A.C. resistance (impedance).. 
Mutual conductance, or slope 

Max. anode volts .. 
Screen -grid volts 
Residual anode -grid capacity, 

of the order of .. . . 

2.0 
0.15 amp. 

300,000 ohms. 
1.1 milliamps 

per jrolt. 
150 

60 to 80 

0.001µµP. 

2.0 
0.20 amp. 

200,000 ohms. 
1.6 milliamps 

per voit. 
150 

GO to 80 

0.001µµF. 

It will be observed that the 215 S.G. has rated charac- 
teristics not markedly different from those of many other 
screen -grid valves on the market, except that the 
residual capacity is considerably lower than the average. 
This latter point should make it possible to "use quite 
low -loss ,coils with the valve without any appreciable 
danger of oscillation, provided, of course, that the 
screening external to the valve is sufficiently good. 
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Fig. 1. -Grid -volts anode- current curves of Cossor 215 S.G valve. It Is especially to be noticed that grid current does not start until the grid is made just over half -a -volt $psitive. The valve there- fore needs no grid bias. The screen current is low, as it should be. 

In the 220 S.G. we have a valve which combines an 
unusuallÿ high mutual conductance with moderately 
low A.C. resistance, which should make it especially 
suitable for use with coils that make no particular claim 
to low resistance. The exceptionally perfect screening - 
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Fig. 2.- Cossor 220 S.G. valve. Grid -volts anode- current curves. The characteristics of this valve are similar to those of the 
215 S.G. 

that characterises the 215 S.G. is, of course, a feature 
of this one also. 

Measurement of the mutual conductance and A.C. 
resistance at E8 = 6o, E« =120, and Eg=o, which are 
the voltages usually applied when taking the character- 
istics of screen -grid valves for catalogue purposes, gave 
the following results 

Mutual conductance.. 

Anode A.C. resistance 
Amplification factor . . 

215 S.G. 220 S.G. 

1.76 milliamps 
per volt. 

330,000 ohms. 
570 

A 30 
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Two New S.G. Valves:- 
These figures are in both cases definitely better than 

those claimed by the makers ; although the A.C. resist- 
ance is higher than they state, this is more than offset 
by the corresponding rise in amplification factor, as can 
be seen by the fact that the slope actually found, which 
is a good measure of the amplifying powers of a screen- 
grid valve, is greater than the maker's figures. 

Figs. I and 2 give a fairly full set of curves, plotted 
in the form of mutual conductance curves (grid volts - 
anode current) for the two valves. Attention is very 
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Fig. 3.- Cossor 220 S.G. . Anode -volts anode- current curves for a 
screen voltage of 60. Load lines corresponding to anode circuits 
of several different values of dynamic resistance R are plotted: 
if R is high, only a very small grid swing can be accepted. The 
215 S.G. gives very similar curves. The anode voltage is not taken 

low enough to show the negative resistance ,. kink." 

particularly drawn to the curves representing the grid 
current, for these two valves are, we believe, unique in 
the fact that the control grid can be made positive to 
the extent of over half a volt before grid current begins 
to flow. It is in consequence possible to operate the 
valve with zero grid bias, which not only avoids the 
necessity for accommodating a dry cell in some inacces- 
sible corier of, a screening box, but in addition enables 
the high figures of mutual conductance which have just 
been quoted to be realised in actual practice in the set. 
With the majority of screen -grid valves the need for 
biasing the grid negatively to avoid grid current results 
in a serious drop, in mutual conductance. 

Rectification Affects Unselectivity. 
With both valves, the screen current, which is also 

plotted in Figs. f and z is commendably low. The 
bulk of the energy drawn from the anode battery is 
therefore consumed in the andde circuit, where it can 
do most good. The fact that the anode current is rather 
high is, perhaps, a drawback ; it is, however, probably 
an inevitable condition for getting high' slope. At the 
most, it is á. small fraction of the total current consumed 
by any set with pretensions to adequate output. 

Figs. 3 and 4 give the impedance curves (anode volts 
-anode current) of the 22o S.G. with two different 
values of screen -grid voltage. The operating point 
suggested with each, of the two voltages is marked as 
OP in the diagrams, and through this point load -lines 
have been drawn corresponding to anode circuits (coils) 
of several different .values of dynamic resistance. It 
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will be seen that unless the input to the valve is kept , 

very small, rectification, with consequent loss of selec- 
tivity, may occur. This can be combated either by 
using a small negative bias, which will permit the valve 
to accept a larger input before rectification begins, or 
by preceding the valve with à band -pass filter, which 
will keep the input from an unwanted station down to a 
low value. The latter method is strongly to be pre- 
ferred, as it retains unimpaired the amplifying powe 
of the .valve. The more " low loss " the tuned circuit 
that follows the valve, the more troublesome this source 
of unselectivity is likely to be. 

Curves for the 215 S.G. are not given, for reasons of 
space ; they are very similar to those of the 220 S.G., 
and one can draw the same morals from them. 

Figs. 5 and 6 may be regarded as giving a summary 
of all the preceding figures ; they show the variation of 
amplification factor, A.C. resistance, and mutual con- 
ductance of the two valves with changes in screen -grid 
voltage. In compiling these curves it was assumed that 
the anode voltage would be 150, with zero grid bias, as 
these are the best conditions under which to work the 
valve. A drop in anode voltage to 12o'would not alter 
the curves to any very serious extent, except perhaps 
towards the extreme right of the diagrams. In making 
any calculations during the designing of a set, it is the 
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Fig. 4.- Cossor 220 s.u. valve. Anode -current anode -volts curves 
for a screen -grid voltage of 80. Load lines are plotted for anode 
loads of several dynamic resistances R. If tuned circuits of very 
low loss are to be used, it will be advisable, in the interests of 

selectivity, to apply about i -volt of negative grid bias. 

valuc3 given on these curves, and not the rated values, 
that should be taken. 

It will be noted that with the highest operating voltages 
the mutual conductance of the 220 S.G. rises to 2.o milli - 
amps per volt, and that of the 215 S.G. to 1.66 milli - 
amps per volt. These figures are in each case excep- 
tionally good, and will result in achieving unusually 
good amplification with coils of but moderate efficiency. 
In calculating the stage gain attainable with any given 

value of screen -grid voltage, the formula A= t 
R +R,: 
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Two New S.G. Valves. - 
will normally be used (where R is the dynamic resistance 
of the tuned circuit following the valve), but when Ro 
exceeds one megohm or thereabouts the simpler formula 
A= gR will generally he found sufficiently accurate. 1,000 
For this reason the curves for p. and Ro have been 
allowed to run off the diagrams, so that g only is given 
for the lower screen -grid voltages. 

Measurements of stage gain have not been made, but calculation gives the following values, which may be 
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Fig. 5.- Cossor 215 S.G. valve. Variation of A.C. resistance, amplification factor and mutual conductance with screen -grid voltage. Measured at zero grid bias, with anode volts 150, which gives optimum working conditions. 

relied upon within fairly ,close limits. They are correct 
for tuned -anode or tuned -grid circuits with coils of the 
dynamic resistance named ; the description of the coil is 
a rough- guide only. 

Coil. 
220 S.G. Valve. 215 S.G. Valve. 

Gain. Opt. S.G. Volts. Gain. Opt. S.G. Volts. 

4 in. Litz 
R. 460,000. 

3in. Litz 
R. 225,000. 

l2in. solid wire . 

R. 100,000. 

Good plug -in ... 
R. 50,000. 

450 

246 

135 

75 

30 

45 

60 

65 

420 

240 

125 

70 

50 

55 

70 

It will be noticed, first, that the 215 S.G. gives very 
nearly as great an amplification as the 220 S.G., in spite 
of its lower. slope. This is, of course, due to its higher 
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A.C. resistance, and consequent higher amplification factor. Further, it will be noticed that the less efficient coils require a much higher screen -grid voltage for greatest amplification ; the valve has to supply much more power to compensate for the losses in the tuned circuit in these cases. 
We have several times had occasion in the past to criticise very unfavourably the magnitude of the losses introduced into the grid circuit of a screen -grid valve by the material of which the base is made. It is therefore with real pleasure that we find the high- frequency losses in the base of both the two valves here tested to be negligible. In figures, our measurements gave the result that in connecting either valve across a tuned cir- cuit the losses incurred at 25o metres were less than those resulting from connecting a five -megohm grid leak 

in the same position. With even the most ultra -Iow- loss circuit, decapping these valves would result in in- creasing the signal strength by TO per cent. at the most ; with some valves we have tested the same procedure 
would raise signal strength 15o per cent. 
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Fig. 6.- Cossor 220 S.G. valve. The variation of A.C. resistance, amplification factor and mutual conductance with changes in screen -grid voltage. Measured at zero grid bias, anode volts 150, which gives optimum working conditions. 

To take full advantage of this most excellent feature, 
the user of either of these valves must be positively fussy 
in his choice of valve holder ; it must be made of ebonite 
throughout, and should be of skeleton construction at 
that. No holder built up from large chunks of syn- 
thetic insulating compound of unknown composition 
should be even considered ; if such holders must be 
used, they should be put on the L.F. ' side of the set 
where they can do no harm. 

Finally, we made an estimate of the residual anode - 
grid capacity which, it will be remembered, is claimed 
Fo be of the order of o.001 µµF. We could not confirm 

It 37 
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Two New S.G. Valves. - 
this extremely low figure ; our measurement, though 
rough only, is thought to be sufficiently accurate to show 
at least that the residual capacity, is somewhat higher 
than o.00i µµF. Our actual results were 0.004 µµF 
for the 220 S.G., and 0.003 /pF'for the 215 S.G., though 
they cannot be relied upon implicitly. By winding 
copper gauze round the valves, and earthing this little 
auxiliary screen, we were able to make an appreciable 
reduction in the residual capacity, which dropped by 
about 25 per cent. in each case. 

It is only fair to point out that these figures are only 
disappointing in view of the extremely low value 
claimed ; taken on their merits they represent a perfec- 
tion of screening considerably in advance of the aver- 
age. We would venture the statement that the screen- 

253 

ing is more thorough than in any other battery- heated 
valve, were it not that we do not yet know what the 
forthcoming Show will produce in the way of new 
screen -grid valves ; such a statement might become 
obsolete before being published. 

If we accept the values of 0.00J5 µµF and 0.0025 µµF 
as being fairer to the valves than the values actually 
found, we conclude that the stage gain attainable before 
oscillation sets in is about 300 times with the 220 S.G. 
valve, and about 35o times with the more perfectly 
screened 215 S.G. Comparison Of these figures with the 
table showing the amplification to be expected with dif- 
ferent coils will make clear that unless coils of the very 
lowest losses are used there will be no trouble from 
oscillation, so long at least as only one stage of amplifi- 
cation is attempted. 

Valve. Max. 
Anode 

Voltage. 

Optimum 
Screen 
Voltage 
(depends 
on coils 
used). 

Average 
Anode 
Current 
(mA.). 

Amplifi- 
cation 
Factor. 

- 

A.C. 
Resist- 
anee. 

Anode- 
Grid 

Capacity 
(µµF). 

Max. 
Stage 

Amplifica- 
tion Un- 

neutralised 

H.F. Per- 
formance 
Factor. 

Optimums 
Trans- 
former 
Ratio. . 

Stage 
Amp. 

with 3 to 
i. Trans - 
former. 

Price. 

COSSOR. 
215 S.G. 

220 S.G. 

150 

150 

70 

60 

5.0 

4.5 

650 

570 

400,000 
ohms 

330,000 
ohms 

.0025 

.0035 

,360 
- 

306 

103 

100 

1 . 

1 

127 

133 

20 /- 

20 /- 

This table is on the lines of the " Wireless World Valve Data Sheet " (Dec. 4th, 1929) and gives the characteristics of the valves under actual working conditions 

with the screen -grid voltage shown. With comparat vely low- impedance valves such as these, no one screen -grid voltage can yield best results under all'conditions 

of use, so that some of the figures shown above are susceptible of appreciable improvement. 

THE 
"TANNOY" RADIO GRAMOPHONE. 

A Well Designed Mains -fed Receiver_ amplifier. 

ANY so- called radio - 
gramophones 
at present offered to 

the public do . not justify 
their' title ;- they are essen- 
tially electrical- reproducing 
gramophones in which the 
radio section is a subsidiary 
part capable of receiving 
only one or two powerful 
local stations. . This critic- 
ism cannot be levelled at 
the ' ` Tannoy r a d i o- 
gramdphone, for the radio 
side includes an efficient 
H.F. -stage which provides a 
range and variety of broad- 

cast reception capable of, rivalling the best library of 
gramophone records: 

The receiver is normally operated with an outhide 
aerial with aperiodic coupling 'to the tuned grid 
circuit of the .screen -grid H.F. valve, but provision is 
made for using the perforated metal grille in the back 

panel '-as a small -capacity aerial where it is desired . to 
move the set from room to room. This miniature aerial 
is joined directly to the grid of the H.F. valve. 

The valve filaments are A.C. heated, the screen -grid, 
detector ,and first L.F. indirectly, and the power valve- 
a .P.X.4- directly. Automatic grid bias is provided 
throughout. 

Transformer coupling is used between the screen -grid 
H.F.. valve and the power grid detector, capacity con- 
trolled reaction being applied to the transformer 
windings. 

The first L.F. valve is resistance coupled, the grid 
leak taking the form of a potentiometer volume control. 
The input from the gramophone pick -up is applied to 
the grid of the detector, so that the post- detector volurrle 
control serves for bóth gramophone and broadcast 
reproduction. Infiltration of radio signals during 
gramophone, reproduction is prevented by a special 
arrangement of the contacts on the centralised control 
switch, and the change of bias necessary to convert 
the detector into an amplifier is performed by the same 
movement of the switch. A pre -set potentiometer across 
the pick -up windings enables the volume of gramo- 
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The "Tannoy." Radio Gramophone.- 
phone reproduction to be set at any desired level inde- pendently of the variable volume control. Refinements 
cf this kind are unusual and indicate that the designers have spared no pains to make the circuit technically 
as sound and up to date as possible. Support for this contention is provided by the coupling between the first L.F. stages and the power valve, in which a filter is 
used to divert the D.C. component of the anode current 
from the primary winding of the intervalve transformer. 

A' " Rola " moving -coil loud speaker is built into the base of the cabinet and is coupled- to the P.X.4 output valve through a step -down transformer. If desired. an additional external loud speaker can be connected 
to the output circuit through a condenser built into 
the set, the primary of the output transfòrmer serving 
as the anode choke. 

Rear view of the 
chassis removed 
from the cabinet. 

Anode current for the valves is derived from a U5 
rectifier and is -first passed through the loud speaker 
field winding, where it is smoothed while providing 
the necessary flux for the- moving coil. ' Each anode 
circuit, with the exception of the output 

, 
stage, is 

efficiently decoupled. 
We have heard this, instrument in operation at the 

works of Tànnoy Products, 1-7, Dalton Street, London, 
S.E.27, and there can be no doubt that the performance 
justifies the care displayed in the design of the circuit. 
An extended test on the medium -wave band was not 
possible as the visit was made during the early after- 
noon, but, judging from the general feeling of liveliness 
in the controls and the negligible degree of reaction 
necessary to bring 5GB up to full loud speaker strength, 
there is every reason to believe that the range after 
dark should be sufficient to give a wide selection of 
Continental programmes. . The long -wave range was, 
of course, less affected by daylight, and Huizen, Radio 
Paris, etc., came in with power in hand. 

The quality of reproduction from both radio and 
gramophone was well up to the standard which one 
demands from an instrument of this class. The upper 
frequencies were well represented, without over- 
emphasis of needle scratch or sibilants in, speech, and 
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the bass was full without undue tendency to " boom- ing." As a special test for transients, pianoforte and xylophone records were played through, at our request, at a fairly high volume level ; no evidence of cracking could be detected, credit, for which must be shared by the loud speaker and the power handling capacity of the output valve. 
Thy excellence of the gramophone reproduction is in no small measure due to the steady running of the Paillard induction motor and the small background noise consequent upon the absence of brushes. 
The chassis layout gives easy access to the valves, which project through' holes in the cover plate, and the chassis construction and wiring bear the stamp of a sound engineering job. 
There are three types of cabinet work, and the prices are as follows : Oak, 55 guineas ; walnut or mahogany, 

6o guineas ; de luxe model (quartered walnut panels), 
65 guineas. Each individual model is given an extended test and kept und er observation for permanence of valves. for several days before despatch. 

CHECKING THE SCREENS. 
IT is not uncommon for a high -frequency amplifier, 

especially if it should contain more than one stage, 
to show a decided tendency towards instability 

when it is first built. The possible causes of this are many and various, the two most likely ones being inter - stage coupling, due to insufficient decoupling of the various battery leads, and imperfections in the screening 
system. 

It is not very generally realised that, while a small 
hole in a screen is usually- quite harmless, an imperfect 
electrical contact along one edge of a screening -box 
results in a very serious decrease in the efficiency of the 
screening. The difficulty of detecting a bad contact of 
this kind is often very considerable, and much time 
may be spent in searching for it. 

The present note does not offer any new suggestions 
for tracing " leaks " in the screening system, -but is 
written to draw attention to a simple and reasonably 
reliable means of determining whether instability is due 
to imperfections of screening or to interstage coupling 
along battery leads. If a frame aerial is connected 
to the receiver, it may be found that the set is stable 
when the frame is pointing in one direction, but oscil- 
lates when the frame is rotated. In this case one may 
at once be sure that the coils and wiring are not being 
isolated completely by the screening -boxes within which 
they are placed, but are giving rise to external fields 
which can affect the frame. The assumption may then 
quite confidently be -made that the screening system is 
not so good as it should be, and that a detailed search 
for imperfections is likely to be well worth while. If, 
on the other hand, rotating the frame is found to have 
no effect on stability, the screening may be exonerated 
from blame, and resort to a more effective decoupling 
system is indicated. In overhauling this, attention 
should not be restricted to the H.T. leads ; in addition, 
the grid connections often require to be decoupled, and 
it is sometimes even necessary to " tie down" the L.T. + 
leads with a i -mfd. condenser. 
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Comparison of Anode Bend and Leaky Grid Detection. 
ALTHOUGH the merits of a valve as a detector can j- be determined from the D.C. or static character- 

istic curves on the lines already described, the 
process is rather laborious, and accurate information is 
obtained much more easily from an experimentally 
determined curve showing the mean anode current for 
various amplitudes of alternating voltage applied to the 
grid circuit. 

The apparatus necessary for finding such A.C. charac- 
terittic curves is quite simple, the only component that 

.has to be made up specially being a resistance divided 
into ten equal parts. It isnot as a rule easy to measure 
alternating v9ltages below four volts of so, and the 
sub -divided resistance enables known fractions of a 

known or measured voltage to be tapped off. If the 
valves to be tested are of the A.C. indirectly heater( 
cathode type, a transformer with a 4 -volt secondary 
winding will probably be available, and the subdivided 
resistance as well as the heater circuit can be con - 
nected across this winding. In any case, a source of 

alternating current will be necessary. The potential 
divider can be simply constructed by connecting ten 
equal resistance wires between eleven terminals on a 

board, each resistance be- 
ing anything from 2 to to 
ohms. 

A suitable circuit for 
obtaining the A.C. charac- 
teristic curve under both 
anode bend and leaky grid 

41/4 rectifying conditions for an 
A.C. valve is shown in 
Fig. t. For a filament 
valve the same circuit 
would be used, except that 
the filament itself would be 
heated by current from an 
accumulator. With the 
switch closed on contact 
A the conditions are set for 
anode bend rectification, 
the grid -bias battery GB 
being brought into the grid 
lead to provide the neces- 
sary negative grid bias. On contact G the grid battery 
is cut out and the grid -leak resistance is connected 
across the grid condenser C. 

The value of the voltage V across the ends of the 
potential divider P can be fairly accurately estimated 
if the rating of the mains transformer is known. If a 
low reading A.C. voltmeter is available so much the 
better. Any fraction, in tenths, of the voltage V can be 

3 

applied to the grid circuit of the yak,. ten instance, 
it \' is 4 volts (lt.rl.S. Value) .Itud conne tun is mail,. 
to the centie terminal of the potential ill\ ider, live - 

tenths of 4 c,clts. that is 2 Volt', will he applied to the 
grid circuit. This is an H.M.S. \glut, caul if the 
amplitude is required it is only neeessaiv tu nlultt{,I, 

by v' l or I.41.1. assuming a .lilt'- slia{tcd \\':1\t. ti ltr 

the example gi\rn the :unplltudr of pt:tk vabtr of th. 
voltage obtained is . 1..1 11 2.S3 Colts. 

Praeticnt Measurements. 

Nieastlrt11 ent> t"c,nrltit'tttl in this wanner 11a\ e bt ell 

made on a general purpose valve of the indítectl\ 
heated cathode class. the actual valve chosen brim; .1 

llaztla : \t' Ill.. l or annule bend rectiticat1o11 the plats 
voltage was maintained at loo. :1ntl the negative gii,. 
bias was ; \'t,its. the anode current as measured 
a moving-coil ttllllialllflltter was noted for ditferrnt 
values of alternating voltage applie tl to the gill. Al. 

though the anode current will arttially contain all alter 
hating component, the moving -coil instrument \\iII 
indicate the mean or I).( . cninp.,n.nt only. The re- 
sults obtainer! are given in the form of a curs e in Fig. 

the voltage Ip)pllt'Il tu the 

Fig. 1.- Practical circuit arrangement for determining experi- 
mentally the A.C. curves of a valve. The switch enables 
measurements to be made under conditions of either anode bend 
or leaky grid rectification. For a filament valve the filament 

would be heated by current.from an accumulator. 
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grid being expressed in 
ternls of the amplitude or 
peak value. 

With anode bend recti- 
fication the antsle current 
is a minimum when no 
alternating or signal volt - 

tage is applied to the grit!, 
but the mean current ire 
creases as the signal volt- 
age is raised. The change 
of plate current from tti" 
normal value, produced by 
an applied alternating 
voltage at the grid, Cs 

sometimes called the reds- 
lied current, although this 
term is not strictly cor- 
rect when applied in this 
manner. The change of 

anode current caused by different amplitudes of voltage 
applied to the grid of the valve has been deduced from 
the curve of Fig. 2, and these values are shown by 
the lower curve of Fig. 4. But before considering the 
merits or otherwise of this curve the practical deter- 
mination of the corresponding curve relating to the 
leaky grid method of rectification will be briefly touched 
upon. We shall then be in a position to make a fair 
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Wireless Theory Simplified. - 
comparison of these two popular models of rectification under working conditions. 

A Necessary Precaution. 
In obtaining the A.C. characteristic curve for grid rectification, the procedure is precisely the same as for anode bend rectification -the switch arm is merely put over to contact G instead of A in Fig. _, and readings 

1 2 3 4 5 

VOLTAGE AMPLITUDE AT GRID 

Fig 2. -Anode bend detection. Curve showing bow the mean anode current depends upon the amplitude of alternating voltage applied to the grid of an AC/HL valve with an anode potential of 100 volts and grid bias of -3 volts. 

are then taken in the same manner. But it must be remembered that we are dealing with a 5o cycle altern- 
ating voltage and 'not a radio frequency, and for this reason it is not permissible to employ the same value 
of grid condenser capacity as would be used under 
normal receiving conditions. The reactance of the con- denser should be of the same order of magnitude as that Obtained at the high frequency in an actual receiv- 
ing set. At 300 metres, or 1o6 cycles per second, a 
0.0001 mfd. condenser has a reactance of just over 1,500 
ohms, and at 5o cycles per second a 2 -mfd. con- denser would have the same reactance. 

Since an unmodulated voltage is employed for ob- taining the A.C. characteristic curves, the time con- 
stant of the shunted grid condenser does not come into 
the question. It was found that increasing the capa- city of the grid condenser above 1 microfarad made no 
perceptible difference to the readings, but that the recti- 
fying properties began to fall off rapidly if the capa- 
city was reduced below 0.5 mfd. In the actual measure- 
ments a 1- microfarad condenser and a grid -leak resist- 
ance of 0.25 megohm were employed. No grid bias 
was used, and the anode potential was maintained at loo volts. 

The curve of Fig. 3 shows the values of mean anode 
current obtained with various amplitudes of alternating 
voltage applied between the cathode of the valve and the left -hand side of the grid condenser. In contrast 
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to the case of anode bend rectification, the anode cur- rent here has its maximum value when there is no applied. alternating voltage, and then falls in the manner shown by the curve as the amplitude of the alternating voltage is increased from zero. The normal value of anode current is 6.1 milliamps, and by sub- trading from this the valuo of the mean current for any particular voltage, the change in anode current pro- duced by that voltage is obtained. The changes of anode current produced by various amplitudes of applied alternating voltage when the conditions are set for grid rectification are shown by the upper curve 
of Fig. 4. 

Conditions for Distortionless Rectification. 
When radio telephony is being received the high - frequency voltage applied to the grid circuit of the detector valve has its amplitude varied or modulated, 

in accordance with the low- frequency variations repre- senting the actual speech or music, and it is these low - frequency variations which must be reproduced faith- fully on the anode or output side of the detector valve, the radio -frequency component being suppressed Or eliminated from the voltage to be passed on to the grid of the next valve. 

6 

5 

4 

3 

z 1 

W 
2 

o 1 2 3 4 5 

VOLTAGE AMPLITUDE 

tì 

Fig. 3. -Leaky grid detection. The curve shows the mean anode current with various amplitudes of alternating voltaga applied between the cathode and grid condenser. The valve is the same one to which Fig. 2 refers. The test frequency is 50 cycles, grid condenser I mfd., grid leak 0.25 megohm. 

If the detector is to function without introducing any 
distortion of the low- frequency wave shape, the change 
of mean anode current must be exactly proportional to 
the change in amplitude of the voltage applied to the 
grid circuit. Now as the depth of modulation of 
the high -frequency waves is always less than 10o 
per cent. for ordinary broadcasting, it follows that 
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Wireless Theory Simplified. - 
no distortion will be introduced if the curve showing 
the change of anode current against applied grid volt- 
age (Fig. 4) is straight . over the range through which 
the amplitude of the high -frequency voltage varies. 
The point is that the curve need not be straight over its 
whole length, unless the modulation reaches a depth. 
of 100 per cent., in which case the amplitude of the 
high- frequency voltage would vary between zero and 
an upper limit equal to 
twice the unmodulated 
value. But this latter con- 
dition is rarely met with in 
practice. 

The Two Methods 
Contrasted . 

Turning now to the 
curves of Fig. 4 we see at 
á. glance that each has a 
portion which is moder- 
ately straight, but that 
they differ rather widely 
in character ; with leaky 
grid rectification t h e 

straight portion of the 
curve is near the lower 
end, whereas for anode 
bend detection the straight 
portion is at the upper end, 
the straight part not being 
reached until the voltage 
amplitude exceeds 2.5 
volts. Below- this figure there is a pronounced bend. 

Now let us consider these curves in turn and see to 

what extent they fit in with the conditions necessary 
for distortionless rectification of a modulated wave ; tak- 
ing the leaky grid rectification curve first we see that it 

is practically straight between voltage amplitudes of o.25 

and 1.5 volts. The middle of this straight part or oper- 

ating range thus occurs at a voltage midway between 
these points, namely, at about 0.875 volt. Thus if the 
voltage amplitude due to the unmodulated carrier wave 
were adjusted to 0.875 volt (by means of a pre - 
detector volúme control) a degree of modulation allow- 
ing the voltage amplitude to swing between 0.25 and 
1.5 volts could be permitted without introducing dis- 

tortion due to curvature. Half this maximum per- 
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quite impractical, not only on account of the high degree 
of radio -frequency amplification that would be required; 
but also in view of the fact that grid current flows imme- 
diately the voltage amplitude approaches to the value 
of the grid -bias voltage employed. In this case the 
grid bias used was 3 volts, and since for this valve 
grid current commences when the grid potential is about 

. - 0.5 volt, grid current will flow whenever the ampli- 
tude of the applied alternating voltage exceeds about 

2.5 volts. To prevent grid 
current then, the valve 
would have to be operated 
so that range of amplitude 
variation falls well within 
the curved portion of the 
graph and distortionless 
rectification would be im- 
possible. 

On the leaky grid recti- 
fication curve the upper 
limit of the working range 
is determined by the 
curvature, but with anode 
bend detection the upper 
limit is determined by the 
voltage amplitude at 
which grid current com- 
mences. Thus the condi- 
tions of anode voltage and 
grid bias under which the 
lower curve of Fig. 4 
were obtained are not 
suitable for efficient recti- 

fication. To obtain a higher range of oscillation voltage 
amplitude without the occurrence of grid current, a 
higher negative grid bias would be necessary, and this, 
in turn, calls for a higher value of anode potential in 
order that the valve shall work on the lower bend of 
the grid voltage /anode current curve. in any case, 
with anode bend detection the valve can never be 
worked entirely over the straight portion of the A.C. 
curve, and for this reason the percentage modulation 
which can be dealt with satisfactorily is relatively 
low. 
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Fig. 4. -The curves show the actual change of mean anode current 
produced by various amplitudes of voltage applied to the grid cir- 
cuit both for anode bend and leaky grid rectification. The relative 

merits of the curves are discussed in the text. 

z.5 -0.2 

missible variation of amplitude is 2 =0.65 volt, 

which is about 75 per cent. of the carrier voltage. Hence 
a depth of modulation as high as 75 per cent. could be 

dealt with without noticeable distortion. This is excel- 

lent and meets all the requirements of modern broad- 
casting. 

Analysing the anode bend curve in the same way we 

find that the conditions are not nearly so good ; the 
straight portion of the curve occurs above 2.5 volts, 
and therefore to allow (theoretically) the same . per- 
centage modluation as before, namely, 75 per cent., 
without. distortion, the mean or carrier voltage ampli- 
tude would have to be set, at ii volts. This figure is 
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Controlling Factors. 

In case the foregoing remarks should appear to savour 
of an argument in favour of leaky grid over anode 
bend detection in general, it should be pointed out that 
the comparison only refers tó the particular type of A.C. 
valve chosen as an example. With a filament valve 
of the usual type the disparity is not nearly so great ; 

in fact, until quite recently it has been usual for de- 
signers of sets to recommend anode bend detection 
where quality of reproduction was the first considera- 
tion. The A.C. indirectly heated cathode valve lends 
itself better to leaky grid detection because the grid 
current curve has a much sharper bend (due to the 
equipotential cathode) and rises much more . steeply. 
This property enables the newer type of valve to give 
efficient rectification with the use of a much lower capa- 
city grid condenser and a lower resistance leak, with 
the result that the time lag inherent in the grid circuit 
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Wireless Theory Simplified. - 
is very much less, and there is in consequence no serious 
loss of high -note frequencies. 

However, the suitability of either method is not deter= 
mined alone by the quality.of reproduction. The effect 
of the detector on the efficiency of its tuned grid circuit 
and the conditions in the anode circuit as regards A.C.. 
resistance are alsó factors which have to be * taken into 
consideration. The leaky grid detector depends for its 
action primarily on the flow of grid circuit, and there- 
fore naturally has a greater damping effect on the pre- 

_ seeding tuned circuit than an anode befid detector. 
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adjusted to function without the flow of grid current. 
On the other hand, with grid rectification the detector 
valve is operated over the straight and steepest part of 
the anode current characteristic curve ,so that the differ- 
ential or A.C. resistance of the valve is a minimum, 
whilst with anode bend detection the valve is operated 
at or near the lower bend of the anode characteristic 
curve where the slope is relatively small and the A.C. 
resistance is therefore very much higher. As regards 
coupling to the succeeding valve, the method of recti- 
fication where there is the lower anode A.C. resistance 
has the advantage. 

OPERATING A.C. SETS FROM D.C. SUPPLY. 
The Crypto Rotary D.C. to A.C. Converter. 

EXPERIMENTERS and others whose 
electric supply is of the direct- current 

type must find it difficult to keep abreast 
of the times now that A.C. sets, elimina- 
tors, and other associated equipment is so 
widely used. To afford those so placed 
an opportunity to extend their activities 
into this field, a number of rotary con- 
verters, the function of which is to pro- 
vide an A.C. supply, have been developed. 
The machines made by the Crypto Elec- 
trical Co., Ltd., Acton, Lane, London, 
N. ßT.10, are excellent examples. 

The sample which we tested was 
rated at 400- V /A. output, giving a 
nominal voltage of 220 at 50 cycles: This 
machine is wound for a 220 -volt D.G. 
supply, but they can be obtained to suit 
all standard mains voltages, 

This model has a double- wotwld arma- 
ture with a 48- section commutator at one 
end and two slip rings at the other end. 
Carbon brushes of generous dimensions 
are fitted. : 

On an extensión of the armature spindle 
is .Amounted a fan which maintains a con- 
stant current of air through they armature 
tunnel and prevents heating of the .coils. 
The effectiveness of this was demon- 

The current drawn from the I.C. 
mains was measured at . various output 
loads, and these are tabulated below 

D.C. Input. A.C. Output. 

Current Current VoIt/ Volts. in Amps. Watts. Volts. in Amps. Amps. 

215 1.16 250 250 0.15 37.5 215 1.33 286 247.5 0.25 6L9 
215 2.0 430 235 0.7 164.5 
215 2.4 515 227 1.0 227 
215 224 610 218 1.35 294 215 8.22 694 209 1.7 . 355.5 215 3.5 755 200- 2.0 400 215 3.96 850 188 2.5 470 

Hy expressing the output volt /amps. 

Some practical tests were then under- 
taken. When supplying current to 
gtamophone amplifiers and the more 
simple type of wireless receivers, there 
was no trace öf interference, but when 
used in conjunction with a sensitive re- 
ceiver, incorporating H.F. stages, a 
noticeable background of hum appeared. 
This was rendered less vicious by includ- 
ing the special anti- interference units, 
types A.I.F.8 and A.I.F.Z, made for use 
with this machine by the Dubilier Con- 
denser Co. (1925), Ltd. Even so, a small 
residuum of disturbance was left which 
became -apparent when the set was ad- 
justed to a conditi_ou.of maximum sensi- 
tivity. 

Crypto D.C. to A.C. rotary converter type 
15V637 .rated at. 400 V/A output at 100 

volts 50 cycles. 

strated by the fact that after a lengthy 
run on full load there was no appreciable 
rise in temperature in the coils or in the 
frame. 

USA., 
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Curves showing relationship between input watts and output volt /amps. The broken line curve gives the efficiency as a percentage of the input watts. 

as a percentage. of the input watts, we 
get a curve as shown by the broken line 
on the graph. The full -line curve is the 
relationship between the input and the 
output. On full load, 400 V /A, the effi- 
ciency is 53 per cent. 

In addition the machine should find a 
wide application in many kinds of A.C. 
tests. 

The price of the converter, which is 
built on very generous lines, is -£14 13s., 
and the starter costs £1 7s. 
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By Our Special Correspondent. 

Western Regional.-Tatsfield Again. -Dominion Programmes 
Queer Happenings on the Quantocks. 

Who are these mysterious strangers on 
the Quantock Hills, near Minehead ? 

Discerning holiday- makers declare that 
they are neither tourists nor natives, 
and, further, that they pronounce the 
name of the neighbouring village of 
Cothelstone as Cot- hélston. Now this is 
the pronunciation recommended by the 
B.B.C. 

Are the strangers B.B.G. engineers? 
0000 

A Site for Western Regional ? , 
Is it possible that they are searching 

for a site for the Western Regional 
_ station ? Recently I have heard the 

opinion expressed at Savoy Hill that the 
Cardiff area, originally chosen for the 
station, is too far north, in view of the 
fact that the Northern Regional station 
will cover a large portion Of the Princi- 
pality. If the Western Regional station 
were ,placed in North Somerset, not only 
would the possibility of a clash be 
avoided, but Devon and Cornwall would 
be assured of a mü-ch better service. 

0000 
Almost a Certainty. 

We may be fairly certain that the 
strangers are indeed B.B.C. engineers 
and that the Quantock, Hills are con- 
sidered a very suitable locality for the 
new station. 0000 
The America's. Cup. 

The engineers at the Tatsfield receiv- 
ing station will make a determined effort 
to give British listeners a relay of the 
U.S. National Broadcasting Company's 
running commentaries on the races for 
the America's Cup. The commentator will 
be Mr. Samuel Wetheril, associate editor 
of the American journal, "Yachting." 

0000. 
Tatsfield on Trial. 

The Shamrock V and its rival will fight 
their first battle on Saturday next, Sep- 
tember 13th. The B.B.C. will attempt 
to pick up the short -wave transmission 
from Schenectady between 5 and 5.10 
p.m. (B.S.T.), when the commentator 
will describe the start of the race. If 
possible another ten -minute relay will be 
staged between 10 and 10.30 p.m., when 
the yachts are approaching the winning 
post. 0000 
Thrills on the Atlantic 'Phone. 

Six more races may be necessary to 
determine ownership of the Cup, which 
will be secured by the yacht which first 
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wins four races. So we may expect an 
excitiiíg relay each evening from Sep- 
tember 15th to 20th. I understand that 
in the case of the deciding race the 
B.B:C. will employ the transatlantic 
telephone service via Rugby to ensote 
satisfactory reception. 0000 
Empire Premiers at the Microphone. 

The forthcoming Imperial Conference 
is to be " covered " by .a series of weekly 
talks which, in all probability, will be 
given by the Prime Ministers of the vari- 
ous Dominions. I understand that Mr. 
Ramsay MacDonald will open the series 
with aV broadcast address on the aims and 
scope of the Conference. 0000 
Dominion Programmes for Britain P 

Empire broadcasting has already re- 
ceived full discussion at the Colonial 
Conference, and will merely be the sub- 
ject of a report, though it is possible 

FUTURE FEATURES. 
National (261 and 1,554 metres). 

SEPTEMBER 15TH.-" Alice Through the 
Looking Glass," a play adapted froid 
Lewis Carroll's book. 

SEPTEMBER 17TH.- Orchestral concert. 
SEPTEMBER 18TH. - Caernarvon Choral 

Society- Concert from Cardiff. 
SEPTEMBER 20TH.-Vaudeville programme. 

London Regional. 
SEPTEMBER 14TH.- Orchestral concert. 
SEPTEMBER 15TH:- Vaudeville programme. 
SEPTEMBER 16T[í. -" Alice Through the 

Looking Glass." 
SEPTEMBER 17TH. -" Here's a Health ..." 

a light -hearted feature of songs of 
revelry both Ancient and Modern. 

SEPTEMBER 19TH.-" Music of the Country- 
side," Instrumental concert. 

.SEPTEMBER 20T11. -Police Band concert. 
Midland Regional. 

SEPTEMBER 18TH. -Choral concert, 
SEPTEMBER 20TH.-Military Band concert. 

W est Regional (Cardiff). 
SEPTEMBER 14TH. -Orchestral concert of 

Works by Mozart. 
SEPTEMBER 20TH.-Military Band concert 

relayed from Bristol's Annual Ex- 
hibition at Colston Hall, Bristol. 

North Regional (Manchèster). 
SEPTEMBER 14TH.- Concert Of Old English 

Music. 
SEPTEMBER 17TH. -" George Proposes," a 

comedy (James Hodgson). 
SEPTEMBER 18TH. -Songs of Lakeland. 

Glasgow, 
SEPTEMBER 20TH.- Eye- witness Account of 

the Scottish League Association 
Football -Match, Celtic v. Rangers, 
by Mr. Campbell Bilney. 

Belfast. 
SEPTEMBER 45TH. -- Wagner Orchestral pro - 

gramme. 
SEPTEMBER 18TH.-" St.. Patrick's Day, or 

The Scheming Lieutenant," a farce 
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan. 

for Britain? 
that the Dominion delegates may offer 
suggestions on the question of payment 
for the service. 'There is a strong feeling 
in some quarters that the best arrange- 
ment would be a scheme of reciprocal 
transmissions in which the Dominions 
would contribute a share of the pro- 
gramme material. 

0000 
Talks from Geneva. 

The running commentary to -day (Wed- 
nesday) on the ceremonial opening of the 
League of Nations Assembly at Geneva 
will be followed to- morrow and the three 
succeeding Thursdays by talks direct 
from Geneva given by members of the 
British delegation. Fortunately there 
will be no singing, so the B.B.C. will 
be saved the trouble of arranging an 
elaborate land -line system such as is used 
for foreign concerts. The ordinary Con- 
tinental telephone will be employed. 

Before the close of the session, likteners 
in Britain -will hear a talk by the Foreign 
Secretary, Mr. Henderson. 

0000 
An Electric Violin. 

An electrically played violin is, I be- 
lieve, a real novelty, so those fortunate 
listeners who can tune in the National 
programme at noon to -day (Wednesday) 
should have something to talk about 
when the workers return in the evening. 
With their characteristic willingness to 
perform experiments, the B.B.C. have 
placed a studio at the disposal of the 
makers of the Mills Violano Virtuoso, 
aninstrument which combines an electric 
piano with an electric violin. Selections 
will be given between 12 and 12.45 p.m. 

0 0 0 0 

Pianists, Violinists, 'Cellists. 
The list of soloists who will appear at 

the B.B.C.'s winter series of Symphony 
Concerts at the Queen's Hall reads like a 
directory of the world's musical talent. 
To take only the pianists, we find 
Backhaus, Bartok, Cortot, . Dohnanyi, 
Giesekiñg, Myra Hess, Lamond, Moese- 
witsc}i, Rubinstein, Samuel, Solomon, and 
Stravinsky. The solo violinists include 
Busch, Catterall, Sammons, and Szigeti, 
and, solo 'cellists Casals and Suggia. The 
names of vocalists would fill another long 
paragraph. 0000 
Why Worry ? 

This should be a memorable winter for 
musical listeners, who, with all due defer- 
ence to Sir Hamilton Harty, consider that 
wireless music is not " an imperfect and 
debased substitute for the real article." 
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READERS' P IEg ® '' ) LEMS. 
"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information. 
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below ; these must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves. A selection of 

queries of general. interest is dealt with below. 

A.C. Valves for D.C. Supplies. 
I am a comparatively new reader of your 

journal, and should be obliged if you 
would tell me if you have ever 
described a three -value IIà'. -det. 
L.F. set in which indirectly 
heated valves are connected in series 
for feeding front a D.C. . mains 
supply. Please refer me to any back 
numbers in 'chic, sets of this type 
have been discussed. H. M. T. 

We have never described a three - valvo 
set of this type, but a -modified version 
of the " New Foreign Listeners Four " 
with A.U. valves arranged for D.C. 
mains feed was discussed in our issue of 
May 28th. This was a four -valve set, 
but with the help of information given 
on the series connection of indirectly 
heated valves, it should be ,possible for, 
you to modify some other design to meet 
your needs. 0000 

Adjustable Free Bias 
I am going to make a set similar to the 

"All D.C. Three," as described in 
your issues of August 20th and 27th, 
but wish to snake provision for using 
a pentode output i.alre, which con- 
sumes the sonne filament current as 
the triode specified, but requires a 
different value of grid bias. Will 
you please tell nie haw to arrange 
for adjustable negative bias for this 
valve? C. R. M. 

The easiest and simplest way of solv- 
ing your problem is to make a number 

RULES. 
The free service of THE WIRELESS 

WORLD Technical Information Depart- 
ment is only available to registered readers 
and subscribers. A registration form can be 
obtained on application to the publishers. 

(1.) Every communication to the Informa- 
tion Department must bear the reader's 
registration number. 

(2.) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concisely worded and headed " Infor- mation Department." 
(3.) Queries must be written on one side of the paper and diagrams drawn on a separate 

sheet. .4 self-addressed stamped envelope must 
be enclosed for postal reply. 

(4.)' Designs or circuit diagrams for complete 
receivers or eliminators cannot ordinarily be given ; under present -day conditions justice can- not be done to questions of this kind in the course 
of a idler. 

(b.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied 
or considered. 

chokes, power transformers, complexsuch coil assem- 
blies, etc., cannot be supplied. 

(7.) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to con - atructidnal sets described in " The Wireless World " ; to standard manufactured receivers 
or to " Kit " sets that have been reviewed used in their original form and not embodying modifi- cations. 

of tappings -half a dozen 
ample -on the existing bias 
(denoted by R, in the 
diagrams). 

should be 
resistance 
published 

Fig. 1. -D.C. for filament heating and negative bias : how provision may be made for adjusting grid voltage. 

Instead of taking the output grid 
return lead directly to the negative end 
of this resistance, it should be joined 
to one of, the tappings, as shown- in 
Fig. 1. 

As a guide to the correct position for 
this connectiod, it may be pointed out 
that from 7 to 8 volts will be given .if 
the lead is joined _to the centre point of 
the resistance as it is unlikely that a 
lower negative voltage than this will be 
required, your tappings might all be 
fitted between this . point and the end 
remote from the valve filament. 

o 0 o o 

Natural Wavelength of Electrical 
Interference. 

I am troubled by electrical interference, 
which seems to be mainly confined to 
the upper end of the medium broad- 
cast waveband. Is this it normal 
effect? .I find it rather hard to see 
why induced low -frequency currents 
should be " tunable " in this way, 
and should expect the parasitic Moises 
to be equally Prevalent over the whole 
of both wavebands covered by my set.. 

H. L. R.- 
It is by no means unusual to find that 

interference of this nature is more or less 
-restricted - to one wavelength, or to a 
narrow band of wavelengths, as it is often 
due to high -frequency impulses-generated 
by electrical machinery, such as sparking 
contacts, commutators, etc. The natural 
wavelength of these impulses is, of course, 
determined by the capacity and induct- 
ance of the circuits associated with the 
offending piece of apparatus 

SEPTEMBER zoll, 193o. 

Fixed Resistances. 
Will you please tell me how to estimate 

the value of fixed resistances wound 
with eureka wire ' on cylindrical 
formers? - W. H. ,T. 

The first step is to ascertain the length 
of wire by multiplying the actual number 
of turns by 3.14 times the diameter: Un- 
less the coil is of the single -layer type, t 
will be necessary to take the mean 
diameter as a -basis. - 

Having then ascertained the thickness 
of wire, either with a micrometer or wire 

-gauge,- the total. resistance can be esti- 
mated with the help of tables published in 
most electrical textbooks (including The 
Wireless World Diary), or supplied by 
the. manufacturers. 

If you have access to a set of copper 
wire tables only, it is useful to know that 
the figure applicable to this metal may be 
converted for Eureka wire by multiplying 
it by 29. 

0000 
Pot Magnet Current. 

The pot magnet winding of my moring- 
coil- loud speaker consumes 1 amp. 
at 6 volts, and is fed by an arcumu 
lator. Would it - be practicable to 
supply current to it from my 240 - rt,lt D.C. mains by interposing a ,quit- 
able resistance? I realise that this 
plan would be rather extravagant; 
can you gire me some idea of the 
sort? 

- - -U. N. M. 
This scheme is practicable enoúgh, but., 

if put into practice, will be found to be 
extremely wasteful. Consumption will 
amount to 240 watts, and so a unit will 
feed the winding for very little more 
than four hours. 

We suggest it would be much better 
to rewind your magnet with fine wire 
to suit the mains voltage. Even if you 
are unable to do' this work yourself, the 
cost of having it done for you would 
soon be saved. 

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE. 

RABAT 
(Morocco). 

Geographical Position : 34 2' N. 6° 50' W. 
Approximate air line from London : 1,260 

miles. 

Wavelength : 416 m. Frequency : 720.3 kc. 
Power : 10 kW. 

Time : Greenwich Mean Time. (Morocco 
does not adopt B.S.T.) 

Standard Daily Transmissions. 
13.30, 17.00, 20.30 B.S.T. gramophone 

records ; 21.00 main evening programme ; 
22.00 or 23 00 relay of foreign transmissions 
or gramophone records, or dance music 
from Rialto (Casablanca). 

Man and woman announcers. Call : Allo 
Allo I Ici la station de radiodiffusion de 
l'Office Cherifen de Radio -Maroc a Rabat. 

Interval Signal : Metronome. 
Closes down with usual French formula and 

La Marseillaise. 

A 10 
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Highest 
effective 

amplification 
IIEIIIIIi 11111 

'Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volte, 15 amp. 
Impedance 300,000. Anf,lification 
Factor 330. Mutual Conductance 
P1 m.a. /v. Normal working 
Anode Volte 120. Positive 
Voltage on 

Of - 

yet 

Screen 600 .80. 
Price 

y et atdai>t>letl with a 
Screened Grid Valve 

Radio technicians know that it is useless to 
expect a substantial stage gain from any 
Screened Grid Valve -however good its other 
characteristics -which has a high inter -electrode 
capacity. Cossor engineers have been striving for 
months past to reduce the self -capacity of Cossor 
Screened Grid Valves to a negligible figure. So 
successful have they been in their efforts that 
the new Cossor 215 S.G. bas an inter -electrode 
capacity of only 001 micro -microfarads -so small, 
in fact, that none but the most elaborate and 
specially.designed apparatus can measure it. As a 
result, this new Cossor Valve permits a degree of 
effective amplification which a year ago would 
have been considered utterly impracticable. No 
other make of Screened Grid Valve has such a 
low inter -electrode capacity or can, therefore, 
equal the remarkable stage gain which it permits. 

THE NEW 

CossoR 
215 S.G. 

At-4 ; 
w'sr,T :`.' 

_:':w, ..j':,Sv'yF,.z',S.r,.,; ...,;:.a ? :3s . 13áïin;: ... ':;:.';ç;:t ...... we.,:.. . .> :, . . . .. 
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Ió ADVERTISEMENTS. THE WIRELESS WORLD 

iVIISCELL,ANEOUS 
NOTICES. 

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is : 

12 words or less, 2/- and 2d. !Or every 
additional word. 

Each paragraph, is charged separately and name and address must be counted. 
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh instructions the entire " copy " is repeated Irene the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 28 con- 

vecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%. 

fo FIRST POST 
ADVERTISEMENTS 

THURSDAY MORNING (previous to 
World," 

of 
House, Tudor Street, London.eE .41 or on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices, 19, -Hertford Street, oventry ; Guildhall Buildings; Navigation Street, Birtiiingham ; 260, Deansgate, Man - cheater ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2. 

. Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid. 
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw rdvertisements at their discretion. 
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver- tisements should be made 

e Oo. payable to ILIPFE 
ek SONS Ltd., and crossed _- Notes being 
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as 
remittances. 

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the 
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement, 
and the date of the issue in which it appeared. 

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' 
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. 

NUMBERED ADDRESSES. 
For the convenience of private advertisers letters maybe addressed to numbers at " The Wireless 

advertisers, 
" Office. 

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement charge, which must include the words Box ono, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the number will appear in the advertisement. All replies 
should be addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World," 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who 
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending 
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ; 
se all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended, 
and the envelope should be clearly Mashed "Deposit 
Department." 

mar DEPOSIT SYSTEM. 
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons 

may deal in perfect safety by availing' themselves of our 
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The 
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt. 

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting 
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer 
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to 
sehder. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit 
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return 
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, 
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no 
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays 
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or 
damage in transit, for which we -take no responsibility. For 
all transactions up to £ro, a deposit fee of .//.. is charged ; on 
transactions over £ro and under £5o, the fee is 2/6 ; over 
50, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset 

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and 
money orders should be made payable to lliffe & Sons 
Limited. 

SPECIAL NOTE.- Readers who reply to advertisements 
and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to 
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised 
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so 
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to 
each one by post. 

RECEIVERS FOR' SALE. 

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britainc Radio 
Doctors. -Read advertisement under Miscel- laneous. [0264 

HIRE a McMichael Portable Set, by day or week, 
from Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor and Con - ,ultant, 55, Ebury St., S.W.I. Sloane 1655 "0328 

STRAIGHT Five Portable, makers' 12 months' guar- 
antee; 8 guineas, complete. -Mosby, 507, London 

Rd., Sheffield. [1169 

PHILIPS 2615 2 -valve Set, 240v. A.C., used about 
3 months, perfect; £8/15,. or highest offer. -Box 

7386, c/o The Wireless World. [1361 

IDEAL HOME Receiver (" Wireless. World," March 
19th,. 1930), London made to specification, lock- 

up table cabinet; £12, or nearest; valves included; 
Cost £17.- Blood, Church St.,_ Eye, Suffolk. "[1354 

Mention of " The Wireless 

SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
WITHOUT FEAR - 
Send your material for credit - 
where radio part exchange began. 
A service ruléd only by economics, 
above bargaining or petty gain. 

Particulars from the Secretary, 
HONOR V OMNIA APPLEBY'S, 

SUPER 
chapel St., Marylebone, Lon Ion 

An anti- microphonic 
valve holder 

whose five sockets are designed 

specially to give an excellent grip 

contactes. either constructors are 
get valves. solid getting first - class results 

using inívalves. Terminals num- 

bered and tinned tags in one piece 

with grip sockets. Write 
for the Benjamin Radio 

Catalogue. 

Tanin 
BENJAMIN ., LANDON, 

ELECTRIC m1 LTD. 

SEND TO -DAY 
FOR OUR FREE 
36 PAGE 
BOOKLET 
"SOUND 
ADVICE." 

Super Power Moving 
Coil Speaker. 

The Finest 
High - grade 
Speaker in 
the World 

PERFECT 
RECEPTION F OR 
MUSIC LOVERS 

BAKERS sS , 

sip,, RADIO ouniliairas 
offices: 89, aelhurst Rd., 

S. Norwood, e.E.25. 
Works: 42, Cherry Orchard 

Rd., E. Croydon. 

,asS 1931 
CATALOGUE 

TO CALLERS, BY POST 6d. 
VISIT STAND 25 AT OLYMPIA 

WILL DAY LTD., 
19, LISLE ST., W.C.2 

Regent: 0921.23. 

World," when 

Receivers for Sale,- Contd, 
4PPLEBY'S. 

1919 -1931? 

SEASON 1930 -31. -A comprehensive catalogue of new season's radio apparatus of convenient size for the pocket will shortly be issued; price 9d., post free; as this catalogue will be a pocket guide to modern radio material, it. will be in wide demand; those de- siring to secure a copy, would greatly assist us by kindly making application now, enclosing 9d. in stamps; a copy will then he forwarded as soon as issued, about the time of the exhibition; the 9d. may be deducted from any following order before the end of 1930, in excess of Ll. 
LEASE 'Apply Early I Please send in your radin P for part exchange credit early. -and avoid the rush; it will be a great season, good sets, good components, and fine workmanship. 

APPLEBY'S, where radio part exchange began. - Chapel St., St. Marylebone, London. Tel : Pad- dington 8828 (3 lines). [0340 

BURNDEPT Latest Model, Universal Screened Five, 
for A.C.. mains, covers 3 wavelengths, 16 -38, 220- 560, 900 -2100, without coil changing, 3 degrees of selectivity on each wavelength, very powerful cost £43. bargain, £23/10. -Box 7349, c/o The Wireless World. 

B 
[1345 

ERCLIF D.C.2 All Mains Receiver, 200 to 250 volts D.C.; price £14110; with valves and royal- 
ties, suitable for M.O. speaker; particulars free; trade inquiries specially invited.-,Simmonds Bros., 38, Rabone Lane, Smethwick. [8734 

YOUR Old Receiver or Components Taken in Part 
Exchange for New; write to us before purchasing 

elsewhere, and obtain expert advice from wireless en- 
gineer of 25 years' professional wireless experience; 
send a list of components or the components them- 
selves, and we -will quote you by return post; thou- 
sands of satisfied clients-Scientific Development Co., 
57, Guildhall St., Preston. [0226 

TWO 3 -valve All -mains Sets, Pye, as brand new, 
200 -240 volts, list price £26; Philips 230 volts, 

as new, list price £23; no reasonable offer refused, cash 
required. -Box 401, c/o The Wireless World. [1402 

" WIRELESS World Rilomag Four, to specifications WIRELESS 
including valves and baseboard, less cabinet, ` 

attachment on Fame panel 'converting into powerful 
[+ superhet. for ultra short waves; nearest offer £15. -Box 

7396, c/o The Wireless World. [1392 
TI IT of Parts for Mullard Orgola Senior, exactly to -EL specification, with baseboard and oak panel, with . 

or without valves; offers wanted also for Marconi 
moving coil speaker chassis, 6 -10 -volt model, guaranteed 
as new. -Ward, " Four Winds," Boscaatle. [1393 

FERRANTI S.G.3, speaker, set and batteries con- 
tained in handsome oak cabinet £15, cost £26; 

buying mains.-Daniel, 14, Sunny Hill, Hendon. [1375 

PRIVATE Sale; each set real value.- Famous 
McMichael S.G.4 table transportable, month old, 

£19/10, present price £27/ 6 ; Cossor 2 -valve Reinartz, - 
in metal cabinet, with valves, £4/15; 14in. attache 
case 2 -valve portable, complete, £5; also many com- ponents.- Clark, 8, Blue Hall Mansions, Hammersmith, 
W.6. [1363 

PHILIPS 2 -valve All -electric Receiver, 200v. 50e., 
only been used few weeks; owner made unforeseen 

move to D.C. district; absolutely new condition, carry- 
ing makers' guarantee; 10 guineas. -Blackburne, Sea 
lìd., Bexhill. [1365 

ACCUMULATORS -BATTERIES. 
ZINCS. 

-Best quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.; 
No. 2, 9d. per doz. ; order valued 5/- carriage 

paid, otherwise 6d. for postage.- British Battery Co., 
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts. [0253 

ACCUMULATOR HIRE, ti 

DON'T Buy Dry Batteries, join our service; we keep 
you continuously supplied with fully charged 

C.A.V. high tension accumulators by regular exchanges, 
anywhere within 12 miles of Charing Cross, for less 
than the cost of unreliable dry batteries; nothing to 
buy -no deposit, payment on each delivery or by 
quarterly subscription; if your dry batteries have been 
in use for one month or more, we definitely guarantee 
that accumulators will give better and more selective 
reception; we also give the same service with low 
tension accumulators or maintain your own at equally 
advantageous terms, from the smallest portable size 
upwards; over 10,000 satisfied users-Write or 'phone 
now to London's largest, most efficient and complete 
wireless accumulator service, for their interesting folder 
B2, post free. -Radio Service (London). Ltd., 105, Tor - 
rfano Av., Camden Rd., N.W.5. 'Phone : North 0623 
(3 lines). [8751 

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS. 

TANTALUM 
and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers, blue 

prints for inexpensive H.T. and L.T. chargers. - 
Blackwells Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Garston Liver- t pool. 

writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. AA? 
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From "Tite Amateur Photographer." 

ÌFor Ever y User 
i of a Camera ! 

i 

Every camera owner can get 
more pleasure out of photo= 
graphy and better results by 
reading " The Amateur Photo= 
grapher" regularly. 

The " A.P." caters for all 
photographers, including be= 
ginners and advanced workers, 
and contains Lessons for 
Beginners ; Free Criticism of 
Readers' Prints ; Answers to 
Queries ; Regular Competitions 
and a weekly Art Supplement 
of particular interest to 
pictorial workers. 

A43 Advertisements for " The Wireless World are only accepted from firms we believe 

1eI4MATEU R 
HOTOGRAPHER. 

---The Journal for Everybody with a camera... 

Every Wednesday 3d. 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

W.W.37a. 

Chargers and Eliminators.- Contd. 
EKCO D.C. All Electric Eliminator, C.I.A., new; 

accept £7. -Teed, Victoria Rd., Wisbech. [1349 

PHILIPSON'S Safety H.T. Supply Units are Famous 
for Reliability and Silent Working. 

OUR New Prices Again Make Them Famous for 
Value; for D.C. mains model D.C.4 gives 120v. at 

15 m.a., 27/6; D.C.5,150v. at 25 m.a., 1 fixed, 2 var. 
tappings, 35/ -; for A.C. mains model A.C.7, 120v. at 
20 m.a., £3; A.C.5, 150v. at 30 m.a., 1 fixed, 2 var. 
tappings, £3/17/6; A.C.6, for 25 cycle mains, £5. 

PHILIPSON'S 
Safety H.T. Supply Units are Guaran- 

teed for 12 months; write for our booklet, " Radio 
Power." 

PHILIPSON 
and Co. Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley 

Bridge. Bolton. 'Phone : 2038. 'Grams : Safety, 
Bolton. Est.' over 50 years. [0318 

CHESTER BROS.-All types of mains transformers 
and chokes to any specification. -Chester Bros., 

495, Cambridge Rd., London, E.2. 
CHESTER BROS..-Type V.3 220+220v., 35 in s., 5v. 

1.6a., C.T., 4v. 4a. C.T., 27/6. 

CHESTER 
BROS. -Type W.10, for H.T., 3 or 4, out- 

put 135v. 50 m.a. and 4v. 4a., C.T.; 23/6. 
CHESTER BROS. -Smoothing chokes, constant in- 

ductance, type O.B.2, 45 henrys, 25 m.a.; 15/ -. 

CHESTER BROS. -Write for lists of standard 
models. Please note change otaddress. [9798 

RADIELLE D.C. 100 (200 -250 D.C.), output 200 
volts, 100 m.a., and 2 variable tappings; cost 

£9/10, sell £3; brand new; sent c.o.d.- Priestley, 8, 
Grosvenor Gardens, Muswell Hill, N.10. [1366 

ELIMINATOR Kits, transformer, choke, condensers, L valve, valve holder, resistance, terminals; 36/ -, 
post free. 
100 Metal Cases, suitable eliminators, blue 

crackle enamel, size 91;2x7x5i,(2in., 4/ -, post 
free.- l'el- Ectric Radio, Garden St., Sheffield. [9963 

SAVAGE'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the 

SAVAGE'S 
Transformer Laminations and Bakelite 

Bobbins; intending home constructors should write 
for list. 

SAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers, 1,500 
volts D.C. test. 1 mfd. 2/ -, 2 mid. 3/ -, 4 mfd. 5!3; 

500 volts D.C. test. 1 mfd. 1/6, 2 mfd. 2/3, 4 mid. 
3/9. 

SAGE'S Power Chokes for the Power Pentode Two, AV 
smoothing, L.C.36v. 18/ - output L.C.36P.G., 

19/6; many other types available, write for list. 

S- 
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse 

H.T.4 Unit, with additional winding. 4 volts, 

centre tapped, 3 amps.. 23/ -; transformers for other 
Westinghouse units available. 

SAVAGE*. 
New Foreign Listeners' Four Equipment. 

-Transformer, N.F.L.4, 33/-; smoothing choke, 

C32G, 20/ -; output choke, C32/0, 20/ , 
SAVAGE'S 

Mains Transformer, B.T.4, 500 -0 -500 volts 
120 m.amps., 71/a volts 3 amps., 6 yelu 3 amps., 

4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp., all 

centre tapped, specially developed to facilitate auto- 
matic bias in all stages; 57/6. 

SAVAGE'S 
Mains Transformera V.T.37, 250-0 -250 

volts 60 m.amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp., 
4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 2 amps., all centre tapped, a 
useful instrument for modern receivers with automatic 
bias in every stage; 35/ -. 

SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Choker 
are carefully constructed from first class materials 

are 
an exceptionally 

may be pu eh .sed (with 
they 

are fully 
fidence. 

SAVAGE'S, 

7 A` 'Phone: BishopsgaBteh6998áte, 
London, 

E1283 

AMPA New and Improved H.T. Eliminator Kits : 

ZAssembled rectifying unit (incorporating mains 
transformer, fuse, Westinghouse metal rectifier); also 

necessary condensers, heavy duty choke, etc., ready 

mounted on baseboard, output 120 volts at 20 m.a., 

complete with 60 -volt tapping, 49/6; 150 volts at 25 

m.a., 59/6; 200 volts at 28 m.a., 79/6; 7 days' ap- 

proval against cash; other Zampa kits and trans- 
formers on request; let us quote to your own specifica- 

tion. -Mfc Wireless Co., Market St., Wellingboro 
13. 

TRICKLE Chargers, A.C. mains, for 4- and 6 -volt 
accumulators, output 0.5 amp., no upkeep; 18/6, 

carriage paid. - Benoit, 4, Manor Gardens, Gunnersbury 
Lane, London; W.3. 

TNAVENSET 
Service Station Charger, 200 volt 50 

cycle, perfect working condition, with one spare 
valve; £14, listed at £25.- Westlake, Church Rd., 
Ashford, Middlesex. 'Phone : 48. . [1380 

CLEARANCE. -Heavy duty Burndept wire wound 
refistances, No. 1175, tapped for 330, 600, 750, 

and 1,350 ohms., No. 1177, 540, 1,000, 1,150, and 
2,150 ohms, No. 1182, 2,500, 3,000, and 5,500 ohms, 
No. 1185, 5,000, 7,500, and 12,500 ohms, No. 1186, 

6,000, 10,000, 15,000% and 25,000 ohms, No. 1191, 
62,500, 125,000, and 250,000 ohms; these are listed up 
to 22/6 each and in original boxes, our price 3/- each. 
-Hughes, 149, Chepstow .Rd., Newport, Mon. [1373 

Mains; reliable apparatus at reasonable prices. 

NOW 
ONLY 

176 
THE WORLD'S 
MOST 
ECONOMICAL 
BATTERY 

COLUMBIA 

' RACIIda- BATTERY 

NATIONAL CARBON CO V 

i 

O 
l he world's most econo- 
mical battery -Columbia 
4780 -Triple Capacity - 
now costs only 17/6. It is 

economical -it gives you 
smooth flowing power for 
hour after hour, day after 
day, month after month. 
And such radio - pure, 
evenly balanced, and en- 
tirely trouble free. Remem- 
ber Columbia 4780 -the 
battery you have waitedf or. 
For large Sets employing power 
valves, Columbia "Layerbilt' 
-truly a battery and a half. 
No. 4486, 45 volts. 24/. 
For 2- or 3 -Valve Sets, 
Columbia No. 4721. 10/6 
For Portables, Columbia No. 
4755, 99 volts. 18/- 
Columbia Grid Bias Batteryy, 
9 volts. No. 4756. 2/- 

olumbia 
RAIDnO BATTERIES 
J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House, 
15 Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 
Scotland: J. T. Cartwright, 3 l-adogan St., Glasgow. 

to be thoroughly relictblr. 
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Chargers and Eliminators, -Contd. 
EKCO HT.. Eliminator; 1v. 60, for A.C. 200 -250 

volts 50 cycles, output 60 m.a., 3 tappings, suit 
S.G., power, etc., as new; £5 or offer; Burndept bat- tery charger, 2 -6 -volt r/, amp., 301-. -Box 7394, c/o 
The Wireless World. [1390 

CABINETS. 
Tips Slightly Used Leather Suit Case Type Portable Wireless Cabinets, inside measurements 
14'.jin.xl41,1i"n., 12/6 each; Burndept oak eliminator cabinets, 13y%in.x7t/4n_x8in. deep. hinged lid, and new, 6/- each; carriage pain.- Hughes, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon. [1374 

C ABINETS for All Requirements-F. -W. Ramsey 
63, Shaftesbury St., Londou, Ni. . Clerkenwell 7139. [9736 

DIGBY'S Cabinets. -Table models in solid oak and mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/ -. 
DIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston ebonite if required. - 
DIGBY'S Cabinets: Pedéstal model, with separate battery componente; from 56 / -.to £112. 

DIGBYS Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs. 

DICBY'S Cabinets -Write loe new 16 -page art cata- logue.-F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd., E.2. 'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458. [0128 

CABINETS to Your Own Requirements; quotations 
by return.- Hammonds, 1, Stratford 8t., Nun- 

eaton. [1234 

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC. 
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Elimina- tors.- Chester Bros., 495, Cambridge Rd., Lon- 

don, E.2. [9706 

600 and 1,000 ohms Decoupling Resistances, 
specified for the largest and most important 

" Wireless World " receivers; 1/6 each, poet free. - (,roves Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury. [1334 
B , AND -PASS Four Coilscomplete, 70/ -; Ideal Home 

receiver coils, 431 -; euperhet. adaptor coils and 
base. 24/ -; S.G.S.W. Three, 4 coils, 34/ -; additional. 
coils, 46 /- .- Below. 

REGIONAL One. -Coils of guaranteed accuracy; 
write for prices; Berclif coils for all popular sets: 

trade supplied. =Note now address: 38, Ralwne Lane, 
Smethwick, Simmonds Bros., the Original Mil People. 

(1243 

DC. Foreign Listener's Four, Colvern coils, coil 
screens, chokes, Colvern resistances, 1 5,000, 4 

10,000, all specification; £2 lot, cost £3/1. -Vogt, 
33a, Southchurch Av., Southend-on-Sea. [1366 

DYNAMOS, ETC. 

TIIREE M -L Motor Generators, input 220v. D.C., 
output 450v. D.C., 300 m.a., 6v. 6a.;.£5/10 each. 

-Below. 
ELECTRICAL Power Engineering, motor generator. 

input, 100v. D.C., output 440v. D.C., 300 m.a., 
8v. 6a., as new; £6.- Below. 

ROTARY Transformer by E.S. Co., input 110v. 
A.C., output approximately 450v. D.C., 250 m.a., 43. 15.- Below. 

THREE B.T.A. Motor Generators; Panatrope type, input 200 -250v. D.C., output 760v. D.C., 140 m.a.. in metal cases, £7/10 each; two ditto, input 
110v. 1).C., similar output.- Franks, 42a, St. George's St., off Commercial Rd., London, E.1. 'Phone: Royal 8546. . [1360 

GRAMOPHONES, PICKU'PS, ETC. 
T. II. Pick -ups and Tone Arms, cranked; 22/6 each; send for list.- . -G2VM, 27e, Bridget St., Rugby. 

[1266 
BT.H. Pick -up, with cranked to arm, perfect, ne 

25/ -; also Mullard D speaker, £3, guaranteed. - Payne, 60, Garthorne Rd., $.E.23. [1353 
SUPERB Self-contained 5 -valve Radio Gramophone, 

200v, D.C., mahogany cabinet, eleetric motor, Marconiphone pickup, R.R. speaker, owner moving to A.C.; cost £80, will sacrifice for £35. -Write 
moving 

c/o Streets, 6, Gracechurch St., E :C.3. [1362 
UNUSED CeleetionWoodrofíe Pick-up coat £4/4, sell £2; Decca portable, with 34 choicest records in case, Including 7 at 8/6 each, 7 at 6/6 each, and 
8 at 6/- each, wired for radio -gramophone, bargain, £5/ 10.-Tetley 9, Prince Wales Terrace, W.8. [1401 

LOUDSPEAKERS. 
BASI:U'S SELHUBST RADIO 36 -page Booklet, "Sound Advice is Yours for the Asking "; write now for now edition ; see displayed advertisement on page 18. [0231 

Mention of " The Wireless 

THE WIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER IOTH, 1930. 

ISpecified foecr the 
" BAND PASS " 

FOUR. 
MAGNUM 

ALUMINIUM 
SCREENING BOXES 

Similar to illustration, size Al¡" >: 61" >, 6 ". 
Frosted finish. 

PRICE 5/- EACH 
or set of 5, including baseboards, 25/ -. 

We specialise in the '' BAND PASS " FOUR and can 
supply as a constructional kit, ready wired and tested, 
or parts separately. Full particulars and interesting 

literature free on request. 

BURNE-JONES 
AND COMPANY LIMITED, 

"Magnum" House, 296, Boro' High Street, London, 8.E.1. 
7'elephonee: Hop 6257 d 6258. 

World," 

PILOT LEADS 

" THE PILOT L.F. TRANS- 
FORMER IS A COMPONENT 
THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF 

IN A SET." 
The Technical.Editor, 

"POPULAR WIRELESS;" August 23rd, sQ3o 

CLEAR & CRISP REPRODUCTION 
NO RESONANCE 

In three ratios : 2 -1, 31-1, 5-1 

EACH 9/6 
ENSURES PERFECT RECEPTION 
Write for Catalogues of all parts manufactured 
by the Pilot Radio and Tube Corporation of 
Lawrence, U.S.A., to :- 
THOMAS A. ROWLEY Ltd., 
59, Skinner Lane, Birmingham 

Sole agents for Great Britain and Ireland. 

iahen Writing to advertisers, 

Loud =Speakers,- Contd, E POCII Moving Coil Speakers. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POC1L 

E POCII. 

EPOCH. -A startling new season's programme will be revealed at Olympia. E POCH. 

E POCII. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

EPOCH. 
EPOCH. -New developments. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

EPOCII.-New modele galore. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCII. 

E POCII. 

EPOCII. 

EPOCIL -This year we maintained our lead of two 
gears ahead;. next season's productions are many i 

years ahead. E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POOH.-Stand No. 203". 

E POOH. 

E POCH. 

E POCII. 

E POCII: 

E POCII. 

EPOCII. -Demonstration Room O. 

E POCII. 

EPOCIr. 

EPOCIf. 

EPOCII. 

E POCII. 

EPOCH. -Don't fail to 
new wonders. 

EPOCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

EPOCIL -Send your name for the nëw catalogues r,' 
\\'.5.4 ready shortly. 

call and see (and hear) the 

E POCII. 

E POCII. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

E POCH. 

EPOCH RADIO MANUFA Co. Ltd., 
Farringdon Av. (near Ludgate 

CTU 
and 

RING 
Holbo, rn 

crises). 'Phone : Central 1971. 11342 
will ensure prompt attention. A44 
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Ì Itiur_,u 

/7M14ÿ: 

TUNING 
COILS 

and METHODS 
of TUNING. 

(1925) 
By W. JAMES. 

/ VERY useful manual 
k L giving the maximum 
cf information on the sub- 
ject. Following a simple 

explanation of the princi- 
ples of wireless, the author 
discusses the many methods 
of tuning circuits, with 
explanations of spade, 

condenser and variometer 
tuning. Other chapters 
treat in detail of the choice, 

construction and design of 

coils, and give particulars 
as to size of coil required, 
the best shape, size of 

wire, type of insulation, 
and special uses of the 

various coils. 

A45 

Price 2'6 net. 
By Post 2/10. 

From leading booksellers or 

direct from the Publishers : 

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, 

LONDON, 
E.C.4. 

Advertisements for " The 

Loud = Speakers. -Contd. 

REALISTIC 
SPEAKERS. " -All -wood diaphragm 

chassis, will fit any unit, 27/6 send to -day for 
particulars " How to Build a Wonderful Speaker " ;. we 
also manufacture complete speakers, ranging from 
£3/10 to £25. -" Realistic Speakers," 72, Penton St., 
N.1. [1296 

NEW A.C. Rola, cost £8110, sell £4/5; Epoch 
6 -volt Public Address, cost £51816; and spare 

diaphragm, £1 lot, £2/10; 25 -1 transformer, 61 -,- 
Newth, 31, Geórge St., Hanover Sq., London, W.1. 

[1356 

BAKER'S S.P. (240v./2,500 turns), R. and B. choke, 
P.M.24A; £7 or nearest.-M., 129, Stapleton Hall 

Rd., N.4. - [1369 

45/- Magnavox Moving Coil, rebuilt equal to 
new with X-core pattern pole piece, 6 -volt 

type, with input transformer. -Below. 
55/_ Magnavox Speakers, 1Vf.C., 71 cone 

input transformer; less transformer, 
with 

451 -.- 
Below. 

SIIPER Sensitive Magnavox M.C. Speakers. 200- to 
240 -vo't A.C., with input transformers; £4. 

GIIARANTEED 
Genuine Magnavox Speakers; 

cheques :.ud P.O.s crossed "Sound Sales," please, 
or c.o.d. if required, -Sound Sales, Tremlett Grove, 
Highgate. [1388 

VALVES. 
AMPLIFIER Valve. -If you require power you can- 

not do better than one of these (or matched in 
pairs if required). 

FILAMENT Volts 6, plate volts 400 (maximum), 
grid bias 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms, 

amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance 4.35 
:Thal /volts; price £5/10; see article " The Wireless 
World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North London 
Valve Co., Ltd., 221/2, Cazenove Rd., Stoke Newington, 
London, N.16. [0341 

VALVES, only used for one demonstration, as 
follows :-Marconi, 1 H410, (2) P410, (2) L410, 

5/ each Mullard, (3) P.M.1 L.F., (2) P.M.4D.X., 
5/- each (4) P.M.254s, 7/ -; (1) P,M.4, 6 /- .- Stewart, 
Delliefure, Grantown -on -Spey. [1309 

LISSEN Pentode, 10/6; P625, P625A, PM252, 6/6; 
PX650, 220SG, 7/6; PM6, 5/ -; Cossor 610HF, 

HL610, DE5A, 4/ -; all perfect; others. -48, Wake 
Green Rd., Birmingham. [1377 

PM.14, 12/6; P.M.4D, 4/6; P.M.24 12/6; the 
set 25/ -; perfect.- Joinson, 529, Hagley ltd. West, 

Quinton, Birmingham. [1386 

BRAND New, 1 M.O. P625a, 1 M.O. P625, 2 
P.M.5b; 15/- the 4.- Tetley, 9, Prince Wales 

Terrace, W.8. [1398 

WIRE. 
ENAMELLED D.S.C., D.C.C., all gauges stocked; 

fuse wire, blowing 0.75 amp. upwards.- Frost. 

N B.- Change of address from 54, Clerkenwell Rd. 
to larger premises, 132, St. John's St., E.C.1.- 

Frost, Wire Specialist. [1397 

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE. 

BELLING -LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give 
an expert finish to any home -constructed set; 

catalogue post free. -Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway 
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.. [0018 

COMPONENTS" Lent on Hire. -Details from Alex- 
ander Black, Wireless Doctor, 55, Ebury St., 

S.W.1. Sloane 1655. [0329 

MC. Speakers, pick -ups, cone speakers, microphones, 
transformers, etc.; send for list. -G2VM, 27a, 

Bridget St., Rugby. - [1264 

BANKRUPT Stock. -10 super desk Recordaphone 
microphones, each containing 12 small mikes, 

indicator, switch, signal lamp holders, in polished 
oak cabinets; cost £5 each, my price 17/6, carriage 
paid.- Below, . 

to3 -valve Push -pull Amplifiers, each containing one 
Ferranti A.F.3C, ditto O.P.4C, decoupling re- 

sistances, Hydra condensers, wired O.K.; suitable for 
radiogram work; 32/6 each, carriage paid; to callers, 
in 5.30 -7.30 evenings. -'Phone: Royal 8546. Franks, 
42a, St. George's St., Cannon St. R3., off 'Commercial 

ALL MAINS UNITS Rd., London, E.1, (1359 

COMPONENTS 
as Follows. guaranteed in every 

way :-Ferranti anode feed unit, type 3 10 / -; 

Marconi IO.P.M.7(0),8.18 /-; Ferran iLiA.FL18 pow /-; 
Garnett, Whiteley CO., Ltd. 

chassis, £3, or offer; (1) as new (charged) W.J. 60- Lotus 'Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool. 
volt Exide accumulator; (2) D.F.G. 2 -volt; (2) 
D.H.G. 2 -volt, all guaranteed as new and on first, - 
charge; offers wanted. -Applÿ Stewart, Delliefure, 
Grantown -on -Spey. [1310 

Wireless World " are only accepted from Arms we believe 

Save Money 
rn 

Battery 
Consumption 

Use the Lotus 
All Mains Unit 
Dispense with both H.T. and 
L.T. batteries, and enjoy a 
strong, steady supply of power 
direct from the A.C. Mains 
electric light current, at a 

nominal cost. Save the ex- 
pense, time and trouble of 
continually having to re- 
charge your batteries, and 
ensure a regular supply of 
power whenever you want it. 
Price £7 : 7 : 0, or 13/3 
down and 11 equal monthly 
instalments. 
Ask your dealer for details of 
the Lotus All Mains Unit for 
converting the Osram " Music 
Magnet " to All Electric. 
Same price as above. 
For the conversion of D.C. 
H.T. Eliminators to A.C., the 
Lotus Power Rectifier Unit, 
price £5 : 0 : 0, or 9/- down 
and 11 equal monthly in- 
stalments. 

Write for full particulars. 

SEE LOTUS AT OLYMPIA, 
STAND 30. 

J[.Q1;]r]uEs 

to be thoroughly reliable. 
Caustón 
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MICROPHONES 
You will get the best and cheapest selection of Microphones for all purposes at 218 Upper Thames Street. E.C. Electradix 
!Nikes are used everywhere. Broadcast Mikes, £12, £6 and £2, for public address. Announcers' Hand or Stand Mikes, 15 -. Wrist Speech Microphones, 10'6. Solo Hand Mikes 107B in brass case, 3 6. Microphone Units for making multiple nukes, 4 6. Skindervlken Buttons, 3 6. W.E. Service Speech Buttons, 10d. Book- let Wonders of the Microphone," 6d. 
Add postage on above. 
New Aug. -Sept. Sale List Just issued. 

Free for stumped add d envelope. 
Microphone Specialists, 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS, 
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4 

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE. 
Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List, 
QUICK SERVICE. QUICK SERVICE. 

THE QUALITY HOUSE. 
PERSEUS MFG. CO., LTD. (Dept. W',N',1, 
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON -ON- TRENT. 

CABINETS 
ter D C. III in Pobihed Oak and to ipeciftatioe, 
counplcte with Aluminium Screening Boxes and 
Base Hate PRICE £3 : 7 t 6. 

Send for Cstslotses ie 
RIGBI' & WOOLFENDEN, ROCHDALE 

1-' -n.: _911. 

T.14 PLUGS a SOC KEETS. 
Narrant tweed 14. osea rows 3.1 rack. 

R c 

.deers. 
Sa 

Tar., 
3,V 

14. 

, 7, J, WA WI S01M, Ilk /sail) lm., 

jam 

taxies, ILC.l- 

1 F;;;;ig. 
MAKE A GRAMOPHONE AT 

Jans+.4-04 tens... M be.<'. - 

e wool. » corder 5.t a. ._.,n 
n+aueL &wide -avow +rods, 1r' frivol tamiat4.. glee aril metal -..rdtttl. a+upoAer. boodle ;star lu tl'1ad pP, and band pour ers .Lehea- Penabarkernsphimer ems 
111141 panel. 14 Wears awn e Q L da ver. nasal, 

s,ai H..s b nasal U 

1180111? 7IIlI74s oil- Iw.o.0 JJA old ouest. LoMea, LC .1 

POWE RCHOKES 
teralre senptg 

eut.ataLtsa:.y brio[, 
m chturnatan dealing art t 
am to Spa mill, ampere,, 
tuns; taux ao harries, 

d] 
te Ss 8/ 

o 
hw of 

O 

c'G REPAIRS 
Note to any make 

of L. N. T ruadormer, 
Loudspeaker or Headphones. 

TWELVE MONIT 42 HOU R. Ifir GUARANTEE 
snb each repo,. 4.a. !ti 1 n,. Trivet to Troll 
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO. 

THE WCIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER 10TH, 1p30. 
Components, Etc., for Sale.- Contd. 

RETAILERS' Bankrupt Stock, all genuine, Pola Ideal slow motion variable condensera, 0.0005 7:6 each. 
COSSOR Transformers, 15! -; R.I. Hypermu, 13/- A.l'.3C Ferranti, 1616; there Ferranti P.P. trans- formers may be urea as ordinary; alt Nullard Per masure transformers, 13/-; Garrard D.8 motors l0A 33 ;6. 
CRAMAI] Parish Resistances, carry 10 m,a., sui able Jecoup1ag, etc., 2,000 ohms, 3, 4, 5, 30, 100 150 thousand ohms, 1;6 euh; also 250, 350, 50 thousand ohms. 1;- each; these suitable for connectiu in parallel. for heavy duty. 

CONDENSERS, Axed, Ilydra 2 m.f., 650e. teat. 2/2 Hydra 4 m.l. 35Dv. working, 4/6 each; ditto 500v test, 3 3 each; Hydra 0.01 manebridge, 9d.; Polybe mica 0.0005, moulded case, 7d. i FCOND -HAND Goode. -Climas Auto Bat main 
double. 2.000+2,000,616 6C each, T.C.Ct4 mi., working, 6' -; Hydra 4 m.l., 700v. working, 7f- each one Hydra 4 in.f. 1.000v. working, 9. -; T.C.C. OLI., 800w. working, 2/8 euh; Hydra 1 ml., 700v working. 29 each; Dublier R.C.O. units, 3/6 euh Marconi Unirerial output trandormer, 12/6; Ferranti P.P. output transformer for M.C, speaker.. O.P.4C 12.6 - 

A. RYALL, 182. Kennington Rd. Callers rate' 6 o'clock. (135 
FUR Sale, H.T. unit, ex-ermy input 12v.. output 600v., in carrying case, suit experimenter, 22'6, ramage paid; pair of Monotone Sin. coils lmeliu,, sud )long C.P. Allinson) and base. cost 25i-. 1t' Linen speaker unit. 4'6; Titan coil. brand new, . Wanted, Ferranti 7 to 1 transformer, in enchant, for Ferranti 31. to 1 and cash.- Haines, Palace. Stoekabridge, Sheffield. (1351 

RADIO NOTRE, HODDERSFIELD. issuer the Rell ability Wireless Guide, which will be sent poet Tree spoa request by Means. J. H. Taylor and Co., 15. Macaulay 8L, Huddera5eld. (7823 
PART Exclurais.- See our advertisement under R'- ceiyen for Bale--- Bciasuñc Development Co.. 57. Guildhall St., Preston. [0228 

LIVERPOOL Amateur's Surplus.- Westittghause rectifier. 8422, 16,-; mains transformer for ditto. 210r. -9v.. 5, -; ILT. traadormer, 210v -. 200e. at 50 m a-, 12'-; R.l. ttwnsfonaer. 4 -; 25-1 trans- former for 61.e. speaker, 5/ -; Browns and B.T.H. 
phones. 3 +6 each; Wearite deal range tuner. with reaction. 81 ; 3 tiopalormera, 6/- earh; Blue Spot pick-up, 10; -; 2 Osumi P625At. 7,6 each: Magda LF.607. 5 + -; Marconi D.E.P.610. 5 / -; 2 P.H.3. 4r- each; 1'4 certifier. S/ -: L'S rectifier. 7,6 all guar - anteed perfect. -Green. 4, Harrow Rd., Wallasey. 

352 
Y PER !VENTER '8 Sarplua, mostly used; cost over 1.2 £6. accept tl; paetrara for Ind.-Tetley. 9, Prince Wake Terrace, W'.8. (1399 
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u 

condensers, 

5 

8 

S IFAM Mtving Coil Milliamp Meter. 12'6; L.T. charger. 10 -; send for lia_ -F. W. Forth's, Phis. 
too Bd.. l:rm,too. Manchester. [1383 

WIRELESS Components for Sale. 6-sols wives. 
Dinar cods. etc.-Write Marrie. 256. St. Helena 

Rd.. 13,1ton, [ 1376 

1RGA1N8 Purr hared trom Manufacturer Now Out 
of Rusions.-- Cantratab 600.000 ohm volume con. 

trots, 3 / -; lgraale 10.000 ohm ditto. 2 /6; G.E.C. taons - 
ferteran, 3 to 1 ratio, 7/6; IL I. output transformers, 
retie 26 to 1, 10/; Ferranti O.P.3t-4 output, 1216; 
valve bolder.. Lorna. Hante and W.R. 4- and 5 -pin types. 6d. each; Ferranti 8.0. poila. R.10.l and a. 10 /- peir Utility new type lever icitebos. S.P.D.T. 7/., 
G.P.B.T. 2;6, Y, 4 -, 6 -taros 3/- each: Met -Vick roost- u'-s. 500.000 ohms, 6d.; Stallard grid leak type re- 
aistaaers, 10.000. 50,000. t msg. sod 2 meg.. 6d each; 
genuine 1larlie tone arma and pick-ups. complete. 22/6; 
Manabridgs condensers, 500 -volt tat, 1 M F. 116 
] M -F. 2;, 4 M.P. 216. 6 M.E. 3/6; Blue Spot 66K 
units. 10 " - a quantity of Zanily vitreous 
tuber, various ohmage values, 3/6 each; black as 
mahogany finish l'4in. pointed ktaobs, 4 ìu. hole. 24. each; 100 -volt A.C. eliminator for ILT., I T., and grid 
bias. Met Vfrk. 501; B.T.H. tone arms. leas pick- 
ups. 7 k /6; Iaraa pickn 1316; Edison Bell pickup. 
6e -; Moreno double Spring gramophone motors. 251 - Edissan loudspeaker units, 7r6; 6in...3in. ribbed ebonite formera. 1 / -; Harks moving coil loud -speakers, 
100-volt. Sold. 30/.' doable linen loud-speakers. 
approximately 19in. w 141a., Mired with genuine ultra 
unite. 40, -; mains trnelormers at lam than oae.tbird 
root. 200 -2Sa -volt, 300-0 300 voila, 114 -vole 2 amp.. 
4-veit 2 amp. 4solt 3 amp.. 30 + s. -; ditto. for 35 cycle 
32/6; an oedue tapped; main. transformers. 200.350 volt; 200 -0 -200. 4 welts 3 amp.. 4 voit. 25 /1 heavy type smoothing chokes. 15/; Supertone Talkie pick -up and tope arm. 35 / -: earriass paid all orders over t1 highly polished mahogany Gala ebonite panels, [trilled and engraved. various sine*, 1/- erre.- ìtughae, 141. Chepstow Rd.. Newport. Mea. (1372 

THREE nubility Vernier Drum Control Condensers. 
.], -.ANNAST LANE, TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.11 251- 0635, 0! -; eU nearly new.-Btx 

mains 
orA. Wireless Weida. (1389 

TANNOY 
airvuni! 

I NCO I/PGRATI-va WERT! NulloC.SE 
RECTIFIER. 

MAKE YOUR PRESENT 
SET "ALL ELECTRIC." No 
more batteries ..no trouble. . 

no attention. Everlasting... 
cheaper than the continual 
cost of dry batteries. 
TANNOY Mains Units are 
available for H.T. or L.T. or 
combined units suitable for 
practically any set Including 
portables. Switch on ... 
that's all. 

make your 

RADIO 
ALL ELECTRIC" 

Tannoy Products, 1 -:, Dalton St., S.E.27. 

THE POLYTECHNIC, 
REGENT STREET, W.I. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. WIRELESS 
AND HIGH FREQUENCY SECTION. 

Samoa 1930 -81. 
lour., and C7a.ee. in 'aIxEI.FSB AND SIGH 
FREQUENCY ENOLE EERING r blending over period ul 
S I VE YEARS and eutlabk for , L.ar engaged in or dealrous 

a.taviad the Wheless, Uran,oyhos, or Talking Piles 

Courses prepare for the OradeateafJi, Examination of ter 
I. tin, and City and O aitda G reaped C owv. e'.r [,flutes. 

Natbloa nom maces Iketweber 22.d, 1930. 
rarotmem s : September 15t1 co UM team 8.0 to 9.0 ram. 
i ,... - i,'-.,, sag r01 ON. IAr L,t+, re..r J 

2 dm::m. 

METAL CABINETS 
for all Wireless World sets from 22 6. 
Aluminium screening boxes, all sizes, to 
order. Standard size from stoc <, 

6 . 6 x. 6I, price 4, a each. 

W. H. PARKER, Sheet/natal Workers, 
Back Autumn Terrace, WAS - Tel. 62859. 

SEE THE COMPLETE RANGE 
of 

NEW POLAR CONDENSERS 

STAND 118 
OLYMPIA 
List free 

WINGROVE & ROGERS Ltd. 
J88 -9, Strand, London, W.C.Y. RIM! 

TI LTRACK" err!5=11+=w.w 
411/e+' STEEL STORES s,rT 

For the Wireless Experimenter, Factory, 
Factor and Retailer, 

F.N P. rr.s..'... ...A 1y a. J +Ana -.. ..J Poetate-_ 
BERTRAM THOMAS, We ,ej,gHaiégolm" 

Meshes o/ " 7ht It "tralass World," When writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. A 4 
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Components, Etc.. For Sale. -Contd. 
GOVERNMENT Surplus Mark H 2 -valve Trans- 

mit Mrs. 10/6; B.T.H. generators, II.T.950, 37/6 
Mark III 2 -valve sets, 17/6; Vecder counters, 1/- 
headphone cords, 6d.; hot wire ampmeters, 3/6 
Rotas 8 -way switchboards, 2/6; Amplion units 
A.R.58, 7/6; 3 -valve amplifiera, 17/6; 2 M.F. con 
dessers, 1/6; plus carriage.- C,mden Surplus Mart, 25. 

- King Ht., Camden Town, N.W.1. [1396 

FOUR G. R. Lyon. 30K.C. Transformers. 3 H.L.210, 
and 3 D.E.3, 2 Colvert couplers. A.F.3 and R.I. 

transformers, quantity sundries, equal new; £3; no 
tellers. -- Turner, 7, Irene Rd., S.W.6. [1371 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

SOOTT 
SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radló 

doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers 
by Radio Society of Giant Britain and Wireless League; 
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised; 
send set for immediate quotation. 

CtCOTT SESSIONS and Co. -New sets constructed 0 with your or our components, guaranteed finest 
workmanship; we specialise In "The Wireless World" 
circuits; remember, we have satisfied customers 
throughout the British Isles and In three Continents; 
it you so desire, we will design and construct high 
grade apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for 
quality, range and selectivity. -Tel.: Tudor 5326. Mus- 
well Hill, London, N.10. [0262 

ALEXANDER BLACK, 

THE Original Wireless Doctor, will call (London 
and home Counties) and cure your set. 

CONSULTATIONS 
by Appointment without Obliga- 

tion; sets installed, maintained and brought up 
to date; components and McMichael portable sets on 
hire; purity reproduction specialists. 

5 iJ C. Ebury St., Victoria, S.W.I.. Sloane 1655. 
V [0277 

EASY Payments. -We supply, by easy payments, 
.LJ components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10% 
down, balance spread over 11 months. -Send list of 
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat 
Laue, London, E.C.2. [0337 

MILLIAMETERS.- Flush Weston 0-10, Ferranti 
triple range, volt and milliamp., 0-30, as new; 

hall list price.- Satchell, 33, Redesdale St., Chelsea, 
H.W,5. [1370 

1'NOINEERB- Important Notice.-Results now to 
-IA hand show that 93% of our candidates pass their 
exams, at the first attempt, a remarkable record un- 
approached by any other organisation and showing 
why we alone guarantee No Pass -Nd .Fee. If 93 
gut of every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why 
epould you remain in the ranks I Now is the time to 
get busy and investigate. Our handbook, " Engineer- 
ing Opportunities," explains the most simple and 
successful horns study methods of passing B.Sc., 
A.M,I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E.t A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.. 
(1.P.O., O. and G Metric., etc., exams. This book 
outlines courses in all branches of civil, mech., elec., 
motor and wireless engineering, shows the unique 
advantages of our Appointments Dept. and includes 

a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in which 
he shows clearly' the chances you are missing; send 
for tree handbook now (stato branch, post or exam.). 

British Institute of Engineering Technology. 87. 
!Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St.. London. [1344 

COME 
to Stand 229, Olympia, and see an amateur 

transmitting station. -The Radio Society of Great 

Britain 
welcomes you into its Empire -Wide Fellow- 

ship. [1348 

S LInE 
Rules all types and makes' scales, rulers, 

pencils; write for particulars, or 'phone City 8021 
-R. A. Harris, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4. 11364 

WANTED. 

2 0 nn Volt A.C. Electric Gramophone Motor, 
D,T.Il. preferred.- Perrin. 158, Borough 

High St., S.E.1. [1343 

T OTUS Remoto Controls, 2 -volt valves (as new), i Motel regtifiers, L.8 unit, electric motor, 2 good 
transformers, H.T. accumulators and other oddments; 
Must be cheap and as new. -44, George St., Cheothalti 

Hill, Manchester. [1403 

WANTED, two Liasen old type variable condensers, 
0.001, with two dial revolutions-Gordon 

Stewart, Ipswich. [138b 

"SIGH 'rest Eliminator Condenser, also output filter 
1111 chok'i.- Spencer, Botolph'a Corner, Seveuoaks. 

[1382 

PATENT AGENTS. 

REPAIRS. . 

SCOTT 
SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio 

doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous 
column. - [0263 

GUARANTEED 
Repairi by Experts. -Loud -speakers, 

headphones, cone units, pick -ups, any type, re- 
wound. remagnetised. and adjusted post free 4 / -; trans- 
formers, from 4 /- .- Howell, 91, Morley Hill, Enfield, 
Middlesex. [9555 

YOUR 
Transformer Repaired or Rewound and Re- 

turned Promptly; 3/6, post free. -James, 190, 
Bitterne Rd., Southampton. [1384 

AGENCIES. 

SOLE District Agents required, few districts, for 
17 well -known make loud speakers. -Box 7398, c/o 
The Wireless World. [1395 

EXCHANGE. 
BELL WIRELESS, Ltd., 

2 05' Uxbridge Rd., W.13, 

PIQNEERS 
of Radio Part Exchange; tip -top allow- 

ance, every deal on Its merits. 
AVE Want Speakers, gramophones, radiograms, com- 

plete sets. etc.; don't confuse other part ex- 
change offers with ours, we are unique; economise 
and save money. [1387 

B T Pick -up, with Garrard motor, new. for M.C. .II. 
speaker or corponents.- Walton, 15, Victor Terr., 

Halifax. [1381 

SITUATIONS VACANT. 

TEST Room Supervisor required by Prominent Radio 
Factory in N.W. Loudon, previous experience 

essential, progressive opportunity to the right man. - 
Apply, stating age, salary and experience, to Box 
7397, c/o The Wireless World. [1394 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 
ADVERTISER (25), 8 years' technical experience, 

3 years on design and operation of public address 
amplifiers and servicing. high class all mains receivers 
and radiograms. requires situation.- BM /MHTV, Lon- 
don, W.C.1. [1279 

Situations Wanted. -Contd. 
ADVERTISER, 32, keen on radio, evenings free, 

seeks situation as part time service agent. -Hal- 
britter, 114, Park Rd., Crouch End, N.B. [1351 

YOUNG Man (23) Requires Situation with Radio 
Firm, thoroughly conversant with testing and 

building all types of receivers, M.C. speakers, publio 
address systems, eta., or maintenance work; good 
demonstrator. -Box 7350, c/o The (Wireless World. 

[1346 

TRANSFORMER Designer Requires Post, storks 
managing and production of H.F., L.F. and 

power transformers experience; accept post as de- 
signer, manager or foreman to firm just starting wire- 
less; minimum £6. -Box 7351, e,'o The Wirefees 
World. [1347 

EX -ARMY (Royal Corps of Signals) Wireless 
Operator, with 6 years' experience in the care 

and maintenance of wireless and telegraphic appara- 
tus, who also holds a recent P.M.G., requires a 
situation; would accept a low wage to begin with 
in order to demonstrate ability if ultimate prospects. 
-Box 7380, c/o The ;Tireless World. [135U 

CAPABLE Young Man, well educated, considerable 
technical knowledge, seven years' experience in 

trade, requires situation; excellent references.- Harris, 
5, Martaban Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. [1367 

YOUNG Man (22) requires Situation with Radio 
Firm, practical and technical knowledge, set 

building. repairing, salesman, portable set demonstra- 
tion, able to drive car. -Box 7395, c/o The JVirefesa 
World. [1391 

12 Years' Experience, transmitting, radiogram, 
television, electrical repairs; go anywhere; age 

26; wage £3.- Wynmouth Villas, Tunbridge Rd -, 
Southend -on -Sea. [1379 

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC. 

FREE: Inventor's Guide on Patents. -T. A. A., 253. 
(W). Gray's Inn Bd.. London, W.C.1. (6373 

" 
WIRELESS MANUAL " (1930 edition). By C'ap- 

tain J. Frost.-A popular, practical, non - 
tmhnical guide to choice of set, installation, use and 
maintenance; learn how to secure perfect reception.- - 
Illustrated, 5/- net, from a bookseller, or Pitman's, 
Parker St., Kingsway, W.C.2. [1145 

WIHAP Offers? -Over 100 " Wireless Worlds," 
1927-28-29.-Tetley, 9, Prince Wales Terrace, 

W.B. - 11400 

mi...eeeeeeeeeeeee see eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeu 
CLIX -for reliable contact .., 

Your make- and -break connections are the most : IN : STAND important in your set and unless they are reliable STAND 
G. 131 G. 31 e 1 

you will have trouble, difficult to trace. Fit 
OLYMPIA 1 e OLYMPIA Clix and avoid all trouble. e 
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1 SOLDER 
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No 25 Paf. 

SOLID PLUG. 
Maximum ensilestrength 
For use .with Resilient 
Sockets, Engraved or 

Plain, Red or Black, 2d. 

No. 27. Prou. Pat. Reg. Dra. 
4/5 PIN VALVE HOLDER. 

Incorporating the new Resilient Sockets. Perfe.,c con- 
tact with solid or any other of valve in. Sockets 
MY-dielectrically insulated and self- aligning. Im- 

possible to blow valves. 
Type B for Baseboard Mounting: 

With Screw 10d. 
Without Screw Terminal 8d. 

No. 22 Pro. Pat. 

RESILIENT 
SOCKETS. 

The Clix revolutionary 
method of plug and socks t 
contact in which the 
helically slotted resilient 
socket grips the plug, is 
the only means of ob- 
taining reliable contact 
with every type of plug. 
22. UNINSULATED SOCKET. 

Long, ltd, Short, ld. 
24. INSULATED SOCKET 
for metal panel. Red or 
Illnck, d. 

A 
e 
e 

2 III I I !i;J'.., ,): 
i No. 6. ANODE 

CONNECTOR. 
FoUd l'In tag is perman- 
ently. fixed lo S.O. valve 
terminal. The redlientaocket 
glees certain contact. Im- 
possible to shoe *towline. 
Price , 

Il 
PATIENTS and Ttedo Marks. British and foreign.- a I 

Oee and Co. (ll. T. P. (lee, Member R.S.G.B. and t 
ill 

A.M.LR,E, , 51.59, Chancery Laue, London, W.C.2. Ed. % Y YP ! 2 
'Phone: : Holborn l.í95. (0001 

IN(i'S PATENT AGENCY. Ltd., 146e Queen Vio. 
ktanks St., E.C.4.-Free advice and handbook on LECTRO LINX; Ltd., 254 VAUXHALL ROAD, S.W.1 e 

sterld S abuts n43 r years' i experience. 
ar 

[0002 .UU.000see$UUUUUUUUUU UUUUeUUUUUUUUUUNeeó0 
A47 Advertisements tar " The Wireless World " are only accrbtect Iront firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 

No. C. Pro,'. Pal. Rey. 

There are Clix or every type of con- 
nection. Writeforillustrotedieaflet "W." 

BRIDGE 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Appleby, E. Hetherington PA 

1G8 Baker's " burst "_Radio. 18 Belling'& Lee, Ltd, - 4 Beniamin Electric, Ltd: 18 British Blue Spot Co., Ltd. 3 British Ebonite Co., Ltd. 12 Burne -Jones & Co., Ltd. (Magnum) 
- 20 Cameo Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 4 Cole, E. L, Ltd. Cover i. Cossor; A, C., Ltd. 17 Darwins, Ltd. 24 Day, Will, Ltd. 18 Donçtone 

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd..... Corer iii4. Eastick, J. J., & Sons 22 Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. .... ii. & 16 Electradix Radios 22- Exide 
11 Ferranti, Ltd. 
15 

PAGE 
PACE 13' Polytechnic, The - 22 21 Potter, H. B., & Co., Ltd. 24 

6 Radio Exhibition 

12 Rigby & Woolfenden 

C'o+cr íü. 9 Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd. 12 
5 Regent Fittings Co. 22 

- 22 
16 Rowley, Thomas A., Ltd. 20 
23 Sheffield Magnet Co, 24 
10 Tannoy Products, Ltd. 22 14 Telegraph Condenser Co Cover i, 7 Telson Electric' Co., Ltd . 1 
10 Thomas, Bertram 22 
19 Transformer Repair Co. 22 

Cover i. Varley (Oliver Pell Control), Ltd. 2 

22 Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co-, Ltd. 

Cover 
22 Wilkins & Wright, Ltd. Cover i. 
16 Wireless orldoComp Competition 26 

Gambrel] Radio, Ltd. 
Gatnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd. General Electric Co., Ltd. (Batteries) 
General Electric Co., Ltd. (Music Magnet) General. Electric Co., Ltd. (Valves) Heayberd, F. C., .& Co. .. 
Holzman, Louis, Ltd. 
Lectro Lina, Ltd. 
London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths. Ltd .. Mareoniphone Co., Ltd. 

, McMichael, L., Ltd. - 

M -L Magneto Synd Ltd. , 
Morris, J. R. 
Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd. Parker, W. H. 
Perseus Mani. Co., Ltd., 
Pertrix, Ltd. 
Player's 

'WC *Mew it was WONDERFUL 

7/8ia fue- ;s still NOR! WONDERfuL 
/ [ e 

.11) IMPROVED 
:`\\`\ \\\\\\ '\.....\\.: `A\\\\ "!Ah\ \\A..A.\\\ Ny\w...\\\Ó 

SUPER SPEAKER UNIT 
A tremendous success in 1930, the new improvements and 
modifications in the design of the famous " KUKOO " will 
make it more popular still in 1931. The improvements 
now enable the " KUKOO " to give extremely powerful 
and yet sweet reproduction on practically any wireless set 
no matter how small or how large the output. 
It has always been claimed with full justification that the " KUKOO " gives Moving Coil results -and as a matter of fact it is far better than many M.C. Speakers. Beautifully 
sweet and pure throughout the full range of transmitted 
frequencies -it is, without exaggeration, sterling value 
YOU MUST CERTAINLY GIVE ONE A TRIAL. 

Sole Patentees 6. Manufacturers :- 
THE SHEFFIELD MAGNET CO., BROAD LANE, SHEFFIELD. 

'Phone :- 20866. 
'Crams :- Magnet 20866 Sheffield 

/ POSTAGE 94 
TO BE .HEARD AT OLYMPIA 

STAND 125 , 
OR IN DEMONSTRATION ROOM . M 

September t9-27' 

COBALT 

STEEL 

Unrivalled for all 
WIRELESS & ÉLECTRICAL Purposes. 

Write to Magnet Dept. 
Joe Latest Booklet. 

co DARWINS LIMITED, Fitzwilliam Works, SHEFFIELD. 
London Office: ho, Bishopsgate, E.C.2. 

e 

PÂRFI&I T 
THE PE RFE` 
E BON ITELj 
SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES 

Semi -Polished Blaok Semi -Polished Mahogany Highly Polished Black Highly Polished Mahogany Matt Cube Surface. 
Obtainable from most wireless dealers, 

Advertisement of B. B. Potter ,t Co., Ltd., Station Buildings, JIOCiIDALL'. Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to ad,'ertisers, will ensure prompt attention. A48 
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IMPORTANT 
PRICE 

REDUCTION 

j[ ̀ DUgILIER 
MI 

AYPE 6 
pEA 

OPTENT 
,,,ós 

134517 
197134 

NEG' 
Nf 7i0 

OF CONDENSERS 

AND RESISTANCES 
-from 

SEPT 1. 1930 
Product 

Midget Condenser 
Dumetohm 

FIXED 
CONDENSERS 

Type Old New 
Price Price 

610 and 620 
.00005 to .0009 2/6 118 
.001 and .002 3/- 2/- 
.003, 

.006 
3 

..i .. 
3/- 

- /6 
.01 ... ... 4/- 31- 

B775 

.02 ... ... 516 3/6 

.05 no reduction 
1 ... 8/6 81 

.2 ... ...15 6 1416 
25 ...19/- 181- 

1 

Old Price 
... 121- 

2/6 

PAPER 
CONDENSERS 

Type Old New 
Price Price 

400 y D.C. Test 
.11t... ...21- 

1 /10 

.25 
... 2/5 213 

1.0.2.0 
3.0.4.o no reduction 
50.60 
8 ... ...121- 11/9 
10 .. .151- 14/6 
500 v. D C. Test 

no reduction 
800 v. D.0 Test 

.25 ... ... 3/3 2/9 
3 ... ... 313 3/- 

New Price 

... 141- 
1/9 

Various reductions 
RESISTANCES 

Old New 
Price Price Type 

10,000 - 
40,000 ohms 6/6 4/6 
50,000 ,. 616 5/- 
60,000 ,. 6/6 6/- 
70,000 ,. 6/6 616 

80,000- 
100,000 ohms 6/6 6(6 
150,000 916 9/6 
200,000 916 916 
250,000 11/3 9/6 
300,000 131- 111 

Prices complete with 
holder. 

UBILIE 
CONDENSER CO. (19253 LTD. 

We are exhibiting at Stand 510, 

THE NATIONAL RADIO EXIT I BITION. 
Olympia (New Hall), 

September 19 -27th. 1930. 

Dubitier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., 
rh,00n Work., Victoria Rond, North Acton, London. W.3 

p 
ILIIII II 11II IIIIIIIl I I 1 1111111111 /111111111lí 

Olympia 
For better 
Radio 

If you want to keep your set up -to -date 
come straight to Radiolympia. See 

the latest marvels of the Radio world. 
The most modern sets, the most efficient 

components. And everywhere you will 
sense an ever -increasing simplicity of 

control. Radio has become a necessity 
like tap water and electric light -and now 

Radio is just as simple to operate. At 
the touch of a switch you have the voice 
of the world - all the news, the enter- 
tainment and the wisdom of all countries. 
To know how best to enjoy these marvels 

Come to the 

an d marvel 
NEW HALL OLYMPIA 

SEPT 19-27 DANCING 
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

PROMOTED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION 

Advertisements for The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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IEa`(lf 1fIIWIIÈ 
G'IE1Í A\ 

IPIEIR!1flRtlla`C 

PR ICES 
Standard capacityi(Discharge .12 roilliamps) 

n inches. 
. volt 514, x 61, x 3{} .. . 81- 

loo volt 81 x 61 x 31} .. .. 131. 
120 volt lo{ X 61. x 31} .. .. 1816 
and many other types-ask your dealer for 

complete list 

We are exhibiting 
at the 

NATIONAL 

RADIO EXHIBITION 

OLYMPIA SHALL 

Sept 18 - 27, 1930. 

NON- SAL -AMMONIAC ) 

When your present H.T. Battery has run down, get a 
ee Pertrix." You will be agreeably surprised at the 
improvement in reception, and absolute freedom from 
battery noise, and above all the length of time it will last. 

ee Pertrix " Dry Batteries cannot corrode, do not deteriorate 
when not in use, and are silent in operation. So, next time, 
get a "Pertrix" -your dealer will tell you the most suitable 
type for your set, or, if you prefer it, write direct to us for 
leaflet, which gives full particulars of all types. 

Get a " Pertrix " Battery for your torch. 

NON -SAL-AM MON IAC 
DRY BATTERIES 

PERTRIX LIMITED, Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, London, W.C.2. 

-14 r: li.41111 . 01 I r: 11). "i r4 : rt 
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Ausraaue- Gordon & Gotcb, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane ( Queensland), Adelaide (B.A.), Perth (W.A.), and Launceston (Tasmania). 

CANADA-The American Newt Co,, Ltd., Vancouver, 
Victoria. ?law 

Bt. 
Gotch. Ltd.. Wellington, Auckland, la Chrieteburcbdand Dunedin. 

News Co.. 

Toronto. Montreal. Winnipeg, 
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